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Abstract

During embryogenesis, a single zygote gives rise to a multicellular embryo with dis-

tinct spatial territories marked by differential gene expression. How is this patterning

process organized? How robust is this function to perturbations? Experiments that

examine normal and regulative development will provide direct evidence for reason-

ing out the answers to these fundamental questions. Recent advances in technology

have led to experimental determinations of increasingly complex gene regulatory net-

works (GRNs) underlying embryonic development. These GRNs offer a window into

systems level properties of the developmental process, but at the same time present

the challenge of characterizing their behavior. A suitable modeling framework for

developmental systems is needed to help gain insights into embryonic development.

Such models should contain enough detail to capture features of interest to develop-

mental biologists, while staying simple enough to be computationally tractable and

amenable to conceptual analysis. Combining experiments with the complementary

modeling framework, we can grasp a systems level understanding of the regulatory

program not readily visible by focusing on individual genes or pathways.

This dissertation addresses both modeling and experimental challenges. First,

we present the autonomous Boolean network modeling framework and show that it

is a suitable approach for developmental regulatory systems. We show that impor-

tant timing information associated with the regulatory interactions can be faithfully

represented in autonomous Boolean models in which binary variables representing
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expression levels are updated in continuous time, and that such models can provide

direct insight into features that are difficult to extract from ordinary differential equa-

tion (ODE) models. As an application, we model the experimentally well-studied

network controlling fly body segmentation. The Boolean model successfully generates

the patterns formed in normal and genetically perturbed fly embryos, permits the

derivation of constraints on the time delay parameters, clarifies the logic associated

with different ODE parameter sets, and provides a platform for studying connectivity

and robustness in parameter space. By elucidating the role of regulatory time delays

in pattern formation, the results suggest new types of experimental measurements in

early embryonic development. We then use this framework to model the much more

complicated sea urchin endomesoderm specification system and describe our recent

progress on this long term effort.

Second, we present experimental results on developmental plasticity of the sea

urchin embryo. The sea urchin embryo has the remarkable ability to replace surgi-

cally removed tissues by reprogramming the presumptive fate of remaining tissues, a

process known as transfating, which in turn is a form of regulative development. We

show that regulative development requires cellular competence, and that competence

is lost early on but can be regained after further differentiation. We demonstrate

that regulative replacement of missing tissues can induce distal germ layers to par-

ticipate in reprogramming, leading to a complete re-patterning in the remainder of

the embryo. To understand the molecular mechanism of cell fate reprogramming, we

examined micromere depletion induced non-skeletogenic mesoderm (NSM) transfat-

ing. We found that the skeletogenic program was greatly temporally compressed in

this case, and that akin to another NSM transfating case, the transfating cells went

through a hybrid regulatory state where NSM and skeletogenic marker genes were

co-expressed.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

The development of almost all multicellular organisms begins with a single cell called

the fertilized egg [1]. But how does the organism transition from the fertilized egg to

the adult form? This has been the central question of developmental biology since

its inception. As early as the 17th century, microscopy studies of embryos spawned a

great debate in embryology: are the organs of the embryo made from scratch, or do

they spring forth preformed in miniature? The debate was not settled until the early

19th century, when the three germ layers, relatively simple structures that each gives

rise to specific organs, were identified, supporting that complex organs were built by

successive differentiation of simpler tissues (epigenesis). It was also found that the

germ layers must interact with one another to produce appropriate organs [1].

A key property intrinsic to embryonic development is the plasticity of cell fates

during embryogenesis. Complementary to the normal specification program, the

embryos often have the ability to regulate, i.e., to replace missing parts by repro-

gramming other parts to a new fate. Understanding regulative development is es-

sential to a complete understanding of the whole developmental regulatory program
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emerged from evolution. The past century has witnessed substantial advances in the

understanding of embryonic development owing to the integration of developmen-

tal biology with genetics, molecular biology, physics, chemistry and various other

disciplines. Studies of germ layer differentiation and morphogenesis reached the res-

olution of individual cells and at molecular level and the big picture of the program

for embryonic development began to unfold. Genes encoding transcription factors

(TFs), proteins that recognize and bind to specific cis-regulatory DNA elements,

were found to play essential roles in differentiation. Signal transduction pathways

that induce or modify expression of these transcription factors are critical for pattern-

ing embryonic territories. Recent development of high throughput technology has

facilitated systems-wide identification of these interactions. For example, chromatin

immunoprecipitation (ChIP) allows systems level mapping of TF binding sites across

the genome. Whole genome sequencing, microarrays, RNA-seq and Nanostring have

enabled measurements of genome wide expression response to perturbations, yielding

rich information on gene regulation. Together these recent advances have allowed the

regulatory interactions among genes to be mapped out genome wide, leading to the

emergence of gene regulatory networks (GRNs) underlying embryonic development.

The links in the GRN for some organisms, such as the sea urchin, mostly represent

direct binding evidence between a TF and a cis-regulatory element of its target gene.

The relative level of authentication of the sea urchin GRN provided a model system

for the analysis covered in this dissertation.

The GRNs offer us an opportunity to tackle the problem from a systems biology

perspective, with a broader scale and more synthetic methodology than traditional

approaches. Therefore, experiments examining developmental plasticity from a sys-

tems biology perspective present an outstanding challenge, and will provide useful

insight into the systems level understanding of the molecular mechanism of regu-

lative development. Two additional challenges arise with mounting experimental
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data from multicellular developmental systems. First, the increasing complexity of

the GRNs progressively limits access to current understanding of systems level dy-

namical behavior by approaches that focus on individual genes or pathways, thereby

limiting the insights that could be gained about emergent, systems level properties.

This necessitates development of appropriate mathematical modeling frameworks of

developmental systems, where cell fates are discrete and cell number and location

dynamically change. Consequently, the second challenge is to identify a proper mod-

eling language that is capable of capturing the features of interest for developmental

systems while retaining a suitable level of detail, thereby making the model amenable

to straightforward, tractable conceptual analysis.

This dissertation addresses these challenges by developing a mathematical frame-

work suitable for developmental systems, and by performing experiments designed

from a systems biology perspective in order to gain insights into developmental plas-

ticity.

1.2 Thesis outline

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the necessary techni-

cal background needed to understand the research presented in this dissertation.

Chapter 3 presents the autonomous Boolean modeling framework for developmental

systems. The framework takes advantage of both the simplicity of discrete mod-

els and flexibility of continuous models. We demonstrate a successful application

of this framework to Drosophila segment polarity system and provide biological in-

sights from the model. The end of the chapter describes the application to the sea

urchin endomesoderm specification. Chapter 4 presents the experiments designed to

investigate cell fate reprogramming and developmental plasticity. We summarize our

findings and offer some concluding remarks in Chapter 5.
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2

Background

In this chapter, we describe the mathematical and biological background informa-

tion that will be useful for understanding the research presented in later chapters

of this dissertation. This chapter is organized into two main sections. Section 2.1

reviews the mathematics underlying the autonomous Boolean network (ABN) mod-

eling framework. Section 2.2 reviews the basic biology of sea urchin development,

with a particular focus on regulative development during embryogenesis. This will

provide the context for the original research presented in Chapter 4, where we will

look into cell fate reprogramming during regulative development in greater detail.

2.1 Mathematical background

This section introduces mathematics underlying Boolean modeling and its applica-

tion to biological systems, with a focus on the autonomous Boolean network (ABN)

framework. The section is organized into two subsections. In Section 2.1.1 we de-

scribe the mathematical formalism for general Boolean models and introduce the

two basic classes of updating schemes. Building on the general Boolean framework,
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Section 2.1.2 further defines the autonomous Boolean modeling formalism, which will

be useful for understanding the original research presented in Chapter 3, where we

add important features for its application to developmental systems.

2.1.1 Boolean modeling

We will focus our discussion on modeling networks, since they are directly relevant

to the subject of study in our later chapters. A network may be represented as a

graph G, consisting of the set of links (or edges) E and the set of nodes (or vertices)

V . The links of the network may be directed or undirected. We are interested in

networks with directed links, for which the directionality can represent regulatory

relationships between the emanating (or “source”) and recipient (or “target”) nodes.

In the following text, we will also refer to a source node as an input to the target node.

The state of any node i in the network is indicated by an associated variable xi. In a

Boolean model, this state variable can take either 1 or 0 as its value, i.e. xi P t0, 1u.
We commonly refer to the state of i to be “ON” if xi “ 1, and “OFF” if xi “ 0. Also

associated with the node is a Boolean logic function fi, which determines the value of

xi based on the states of inputs to node i. If i has n inputs, then fi : t0, 1un ÞÑ t0, 1u.
As an example, consider a case when n “ 2, where nodes j and k are inputs to i.

There are a total of 24 possible forms for the function fi, and we show one of them

as a truth table (Table 2.1). The portion of the table to the right of the vertical

line lists all possible combinations of states of the input to i. For each row, the left

portion shows a combination of the input states, and the corresponding right portion

is a single Boolean value that xi should take as determined by fi.

In this case, fi is called an AND function, since turning i ON requires both j and

k to be ON. Another commonly used way of representing AND function is to use a

binary logical operator ^, and Table 2.1 is equivalently written as

xi “ fipxj, xkq “ xj ^ xk. (2.1)

5



Table 2.1: The AND Boolean function

j k i
0 0 0
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1

Two other Boolean logic functions are also useful. An OR function turns the

target ON as long as one of the inputs is ON. Again, we use the example with j and

k as inputs to i. The OR function can be expressed as a truth table (Table 2.2).

Table 2.2: The OR Boolean function

j k i
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1

Like the AND function, we can express the OR function with a binary logical

operator _ as

xi “ fipxj, xkq “ xj _ xk. (2.2)

Another useful function is the NOT function. For example, if node i has a sole

input j, then the NOT function has the truth table shown in Table 2.3. In this case,

Table 2.3: The NOT Boolean function

j i
0 1
1 0

the state of i is opposite that of its input, and fi is sometimes called an inverter.

The equivalent expression using the unary operator � is

xi “ fipxjq “ �xj. (2.3)

A Boolean logic function of arbitrary complexity can always be expressed using

combinations of binary logical operators ^ and _, as well as unary logical operator �.

6



We will use both truth tables and expression with logical operators in our discussion.

For a more comprehensive discussion of the Boolean functions and logical operators,

see Ref. [2].

We now turn our attention to network dynamics. We have just introduced the

way of representing state of nodes and Boolean functions that determine the state

of any node, but how does the network state evolve over time? In general there are

two types of update schemes: synchronous and asynchronous updating.

In synchronous updating schemes, all nodes of the network always update simul-

taneously at discrete times (typically separated by a step size Δt “ 1) according

to an external clock. For a network with n nodes, the state of the network can be

represented by a vector px1, x2, . . . , xnq, where xi P t0, 1u. The dynamics for any

node i is given by

xipt ` 1q “ firx1ptq, x2ptq, . . . , xnptqs. (2.4)

In an asynchronous updating scheme, the nodes in general do not update all at

the same time. Actual implementations of asynchronous updating may take many

forms. One way of doing it is to introduce random perturbations to the scheduled

update times in the synchronous scheme for each node, thus creating a random order

of updates for the entire system. This type of scheme has been used by Chaves et

al. in their study of Drosophila segmentation [3]. Here we give an example of totally

asynchronous updating scheme, adapted from Chaves et al., considering a network

with n nodes. A given node i is updated at pre-determined time points:

pT 1
i , T

2
i , . . . , T

k
i , . . .q, k P N0. (2.5)

These discrete time points are defined iteratively according to the equation

T k`1
i “ T k

i ` 1 ` rki , k P N , (2.6)

where rki is sampled from a uniform distribution on r´1, 1s in each iteration. The

7



state variables are updated according to

xipT k
i q “ firx1pτ k1 q, x2pτ k2 q, . . . , xnpτ knqs, (2.7)

where τ kj is the most recent time point at which j was updated. This type of up-

dating has its advantages in network models gene regulatory systems, because the

genes in general do not change their expression states simultaneously. In real bio-

logical systems, the physical process underlying gene regulation takes a specific time

to complete, and it is this measurable timing information that determines the actual

order of expression state changes. In the asynchronous example we have just men-

tioned, such timing information is not explicitly expressed. It is sometimes useful to

incorporate the timing into a model, so that the dynamics can then be determined by

experimentally measurable quantities. We will discuss such a modeling framework

in the following section.

2.1.2 The autonomous Boolean model

The autonomous Boolean framework executes updates asynchronously, using explicit,

continuously-valued timing parameters. It has been applied to yeast cell cycle [4] and

electronic circuits [5, 6]. Here we describe the basic formalism common to this class

of models, focusing on its application to networks. This will lay the groundwork for

our original research in Chapter 3, where we add important features that make it

suitable for modeling growing multicellular developmental systems.

An autonomous Boolean netowrk (ABN) is a set of vertices (or nodes) and di-

rected edges (or links) together with a set of timing parameters. Each node i carries

a binary variable xi P t0, 1u representing a physical quantity, a Boolean function

fi, and two times ri,1, ri,2 ě 0. Associated with each link eij are two time delay

parameters τij,1, τij,2 ě 0, with τij,1 ě ri,1 and τij,2 ě ri,2. For each target j, there is

a set of input links teiju with kj distinct sources i, and fj is a Boolean function with
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inputs txiu. The link eij represents a chain of events through which xi may influence

xj. τij,1 and τij,2 may be thought of as the times required for signals to traverse the

link. τij,1 is the delay between the instant xi updates from 0 to 1 and the instant

this update affects node j; τij,2 is the corresponding delay when xi switches from 1

to 0.

The time series xjptq is developed in chronological order as follows. At time t, we

first compute

xjptq “ fjrxi1pt1q, xi2pt2q, . . . , xiK ptKqs , (2.8)

where K ” kj and each tk is a time infinitesimally later than the latest origination

time of the signals transmitted from node ik that have arrived at node j before time

t. Note that it is the origination time from node ik that enters the equation rather

than the arrival time at node j. After a given source switches, it may switch back

quickly enough that the trailing signal would reach the target before the leading one,

in which case the first signal would never affect xj. Physically this corresponds to

a case in which the trailing signal annihilates the leading one before it reaches the

target.

Next we adjust the recent history of xj to account for the fact that a target cannot

respond to counteracting signals received in sufficiently rapid succession. Let s be

the latest time before t that xj switched from 0 to 1 (or 1 to 0). If a signal arrives at

time t that causes xj to switch back from 1 to 0 (or 0 to 1) and t ´ s ă rj,1 (or rj,2),

then xjpt1q is set to 0 (or 1) for the entire interval s ă t1 ă t and we say that the

short pulse (or dip) is rejected [4, 5]. (This differs from the handling of short pulses

in the Thomas framework; see Supplementary Material.) Note that the restrictions

τij,1 ě ri,1 and τij,2 ě ri,2 ensure that the adjustment to xjptq can be made in time to

remove any signals generated by the switch at time s before they reach their targets.

The ABN dynamics can be simulated by an event-driven computer code. A time-
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ordered queue is maintained containing signals and arrival times at all targets, and

the target receiving the next earliest signal is updated according to its logic function.

Stochastic fluctuations are modeled by adding a random increment to each event time

as it is added to the queue [4, 7].

For present purposes, we neglect the dependence of the time delay on the recent

history of the source and target; i.e., we do not attempt to model the fact that

a node that has just recently turned off may turn on more quickly than one that

has been off for a long time. In some physical systems, such as unclocked digital

electronic circuits, the time delay parameters can be measured with high precision [5]

and history dependent effects can be observed. In such cases, the dynamics of the

network may be chaotic [6]. For our networks, however, short pulse rejection will

eventually lead to a fixed point or strictly periodic oscillations (in the absence of

stochastic fluctuations).

As for any model with explicit time delays, the initial condition for a simulation

must specify the state of the system over a time interval equal to the largest time

delay. For an ABN, the initial condition is a set of initial values for each xi, along

with predefined switches at times t ă 0. At t “ 0, all nodes are updated according

to equation (2.8). In cases where predefined switches add events to the queue before

t “ 0, the targets of the switching gene are updated so as to be consistent with the

most recently received signal.

2.2 Biological background

2.2.1 The sea urchin embryonic development and its fate map

Sea urchins, like humans and mice, belong to the deuterostomes. Indirect developing

sea urchins, such as Lytechinus variegatus, develop a feeding larva before transition-

ing to the adult form through metamorphosis. Figure 2.1 shows early development
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of the sea urchin embryo. Eggs are fertilized externally and they start cleavage

divisions shortly after zygote formation. Throughout these cleavage divisions, the

embryo maintains its mass while increasing its cell number. The first seven to eight

cleavages are highly stereotypic [8]. The first three cleavages generally give rise to

equal sized progeny cells. The 4th cleavage is asymmetric, producing four relatively

small cells called micromeres at the tip of the lower half of the embryo (vegetal pole).

During the 5th cleavage the micromeres subdivides asymmetrically into four large

and four small micromeres. Following the early cleavage stages, the embryo goes

through several well defined phases: hatched blastula, mesenchym blastula, gastrula

stages, prism, and pluteus. As development procedes through these phases, the cells

in different spatial territories acquire distinct identities, a process referred to as fate

specification. The fate map of the sea urchin embryo is well established by lineage

tracing studies [9, 10], and we show a fate map of the 60-cell stage embryo in Fig-

ure 2.2. By the 6th cleavage, the embryo consists of 60 cells that can be categorized

into territories giving rise to distinct cell types. The animal half consists of the 32

mesomeres, which will differentiate into ectoderm cell types that constitute the lar-

val skin and the nervous system. In the vegetal half, the 8 micromeres give rise to

skeletogenic mesenchyme (Primary Mesenchyme Cells, PMCs). The 8 Veg2 cells pri-

marily contribute to endoderm and non-skeletogenic mesodermal (NSM) cell types:

pigment, blastocoeler, muscle and coelomic pouch cells. The 8 Veg1 cells contribute

to endoderm and some ectoderm [9]. Finally, the 4 small micromeres are thought to

be germ cell precursors.

2.2.2 Regulative development in the sea urchin embryo

In addition to the normal specification paradigm, early studies that isolated and

recombined embryonic blastomeres demonstrated that the embryo was capable of

producing larva with normal structures even after substantial perturbation [11]. For
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of sea urchin early embryonic development.
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Figure 2.2: A fate map of the 60-cell stage sea urchin embryo.
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example, at the 4 cell stage, each blastomere, if isolated, had the ability to produce

a perfect quarter-sized pluteus larva. Recovery from perturbations at later stages

have also been demonstrated. For instance, the presumptive endoderm not only

retained the capacity to interconvert between various gut subterritories, but also

was capable of being fated as NSMs, indicating that even later in development cells

that were at least partially specified had the capacity to reprogram to replace the

missing cell types, even if they were a different germ layer [12]. Another process

that has been studied in detail is skeletogenesis in perturbed sea urchin embryos.

When the default skeletogenic lineage, the primary mesenchyme cells (PMCs) were

removed from the blastocoel (resulting in what was called PMC(-) embryos), the non-

skeletogenic mesoderm (NSM) cells underwent lineage conversion and replaced the

missing PMCs, regenerating the larval skeleton [13]. When the micromeres, precur-

sors of the PMCs, were removed after they formed at 16-cell stage (resulting in what

was called micromere(-) embryos), macromere-derived cells, whose presumptive fates

were not skeletogenic, also switched fate to produce normally shaped skeleton [14].

In general, the process of restoring normal structures when parts of an embryo are

removed is referred to as regulative development. In the sea urchin regulative de-

velopment studies mentioned above, cells were converted to assume identities other

than their presumptive fates, a process historically termed “transfating” [15]. With

the genome sequences, further development of whole mount in situ hybridization

(WMISH) chemistry and anti-sense RNA probes, involvement of important transcrip-

tion factors in transfating that led to regulative skeletogenesis began to be uncovered.

alx1, a micromere-PMC specific transcription factor [16], was found to be expressed

ectopically in tranfating NSMs in PMC(-) embryos, and was shown to be required

for successful transfating [15]. It was also found to be co-expressed transiently with

scl, a presumptive blastocoeler cell marker [17,18], in the PMC(-) embryos [19], and

in the embryos where PMCs and archenteron tip are both removed [19]. However,
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many observations are still unexplained. For example, if PMCs were introduced at

their endogenous location into the micromere(-) embryos when their sibling controls

were at mesenchyme blastula stage, the transfating NSMs halted their skeletogenic

development, and yet they are not able to go back to their normal NSM fate. The

ultimate fate of these “halted” NSMs remains unknown [14]. Therefore, the molec-

ular mechanisms of transfating remains one of the least understood problems in sea

urchin development.

2.2.3 The gene regulatory network underlying sea urchin endomesoderm specifica-
tion

Integration of molecular data from the past few decades have led to the emergence of

a network containing regulatory interactions among genes underlying the sea urchin

endomesoderm specification [20]. This gene regulatory network (GRN) is a logic map

of intergenic regulatory interactions, graphically represented in the BioTapestry soft-

ware [21] and constantly updated online (http://sugp.caltech.edu/endomes/).

Figure 2.3 shows a current version of this GRN.

The links in the GRN represent functional regulatory influences between genes,

and in some cases, evidence of direct binding of a transcription factor to the target

cis-regulatory elements [20]. The endomesoderm GRN represents a major advance

towards a global understanding of the developmental regulatory logic. It provides

a platform for researchers to formulate hypothesis on molecular mechanisms. For

example, Smith and Davidson showed that a GRN circuit containing blimp1 con-

stituted a fail-safe mechanism that explained the rescue of skeletogenesis when the

default early skeletogenic factor pmar1 was experimentally blocked [22]. Ettensohn

et al. studied regulative skeletogenesis in PMC(-) embryos relying on the skeleto-

genic circuit of the GRN for candidate genes involved in transfating [15]. The GRN

also provides an opportunity for us to understand pattern formation during embryo-
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Figure 2.3: Genome view of the gene regualtory network underlying sea urchin
endomesoderm specification. Picture extracted from BioTapestry [21].

genesis. For instance, Smith et al. showed that a GRN subcircuit consisting of otx,

wnt8 and blimp1 could explain a “moving torus” dynamical gene expression pattern

during early specification [23]. Therefore, the GRN is a useful conceptual model for

us to explore new biological problems, but at the same time, more work is needed

to characterize the cis-regulatory logic function for genes with multiple inputs, and

how the outputs of these genes respond to different kinetic inputs.
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3

Autonomous Boolean modeling of gene regulatory
networks

3.1 Introduction

In animal embryos, gene expression patterns define cell fate territories that initiate

the development of the adult body plan. The topology and logic of the underlying

gene regulatory network (GRN) are generally understood to be key factors in deter-

mining which genes will be expressed. Topology and logic alone, however, do not tell

the whole story. Gene expression patterns can depend on the order in which signals

from different sources arrive at each gene, and therefore on the times required by the

processes represented by network links. The times required to send signals along the

network links, which represent transcription, translation, protein complex formation,

translocation and more, determine the order in which signals from different sources

arrive at each gene and thereby influence the trajectory of gene expression.

Our ultimate goal is to model complex developmental gene networks like the one

governing endomesoderm specification in the sea urchin, where cell fate decisions are

discrete and deterministic and several decades of qualitative biological study have
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established the utility of modeling genes as either “on” or “off.” [24] We therefore

propose an autonomous Boolean network (ABN) modeling approach in which real-

valued time delays are assigned to links in a regulatory network with a given topology

and logic. Though molecular concentrations in this model are binary variables, the

effects of fluctuations can be included as stochastic variations about the nominal

time delays. The formalism is closely related to the approach developed by Thomas

and coworkers [7] and to the Boolean delay equations studied by Ghil et al. [25],

but differs in some technical respects. (See Section 3.6 for details.)

Our ABN models are a useful compromise between Boolean approaches that rely

on external specifications of the timing of updates, as used by Albert and Othmer [26],

and models designed to incorporate more detailed information about the effects of

activation at intermediate levels, such as the implementation of the Thomas frame-

work by Sanchez et al. [27] or the timed automaton models of [28]. An assumption

we share with the Thomas approach is that the dynamical details of hybrid models in

which continuous variables are governed by discrete switches [29,30] are not essential

for explaining the biological processes of interest.

In this chapter we first present the ABN framework in mathematical terms and

describe the biological meaning of its time-delay parameters, then apply it to a

nontrivial example – the Drosophila segment polarity gene regulatory system. We

take as a starting point the network of ordinary differential equation (ODE) model

developed by Ingolia [31]. Taking the ODE model as a proxy for the real system,

we find that a straightforward method for extracting time delay parameters yields

ABNs with final states and transients that approximate the dynamics well, provided

that certain conditions are satisfied by the ODE. Considering the ABN in itself,

we next address three features of the 26 dimensional parameter space domain that

produces agreement with experimentally observed wild type and mutant expression

patterns: (1) we derive a nontrivial set of sufficient conditions for reaching the desired
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final state from relevant given initial condition; (2) we present numerical evidence

strongly suggesting that the domain is connected, but nonconvex; and (3) we develop

a quantitative measure of the robustness of the transient dynamics and show that

the fitness landscape has wide plateaus rather than isolated peaks as parameters are

varied. Points (2) and (3) suggest that robust mutational pathways are available to

this system for exploring the full range of working parameter sets.

Many of the interactions among segment polarity genes have been experimentally

characterized and several models of the relevant regulatory network have been devel-

oped. ODE models have successfully reproduced expression patterns of wg, en and

hh on a 2D lattice of hexagonal cells [31, 32]. Other studies employed synchronous

and asynchronous Boolean models on 1D lattices of cells [3, 26], multi-valued logi-

cal models with time delays [27], or reductions to a small set of ODEs representing

functional modules [33].

Our ABN approach retains much of the simplicity and transparency of Boolean

models while incorporating a biologically plausible scheme for determining the order

of updates. Our Drosophila model, even with noise added, can produce the exper-

imentally observed wild type and mutant expression patterns and the sharpening

of the parasegment boundaries after cell proliferation. This highlights the utility of

framing a model in terms of binary variables and experimentally observable time

delay parameters, and suggests that extensions to developmental systems of greater

complexity will be useful.

The Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we define the general ABN

modeling scheme. In Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, we discuss the ABN representation of

the molecular processes typically involved in gene regulation and describe the model-

ing of cell-cell signaling and cell division. In Section 3.3, we present the ABN model

of the Drosophila system, including discussions of some network motifs required for

representing particular types of interactions. In Section 3.3.6 we explore the relation
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between the ABN model and a previously studied ODE model. Work presented in

this section and Appendix B was done in close collaboration with Mengyang Sun.

Section 3.4 presents analytical and numerical results obtained from the Drosophila

model. We summarize with a brief discussion in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 includes

details regarding the differences between the ABN framework and related discrete-

variable approaches. Section 3.7 provides another example where processor nodes

are necessary for developmental ABN models. Section 3.8 presents the details of

ABN implementation.

3.2 ABN modeling of developmental gene regulatory networks

Autonomous Boolean modeling has been applied to yeast cell cycle [4] and electronic

circuits [5,6]. We have introduced the basic formalism of ABN in Section 2.1.2, here

we show how to implement the approach for developmental gene regulatory networks,

which requires the introduction of processor nodes for more faithful representation of

processes involving multiple regulators, and the representation of cell-cell signaling

in multicellular systems undergoing cell division.

3.2.1 Modeling biomolecule abundances and time delays

In an ABN model of a gene regulatory network, each xi represents the abundance

of a mRNA or protein. If the concentration of the molecular species i is below its

functional threshold, then xi “ 0, otherwise xi “ 1. The regulatory mechanism that

determines the expression of species i is encoded in the Boolean function fi. Regu-

latory influences of species i on others are represented by directed links eij, where

j runs over the targets of species i. The two distinct time delays associated with

each link account for the different sets of biomolecular processes involved when the

source is turned on or off. As an example, consider the simple network of figure 3.1a,

consisting of mRNAs encoding three transcription factors. The delay τij,1 accounts
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for the time between the instant the concentration of mRNA i rises above its func-

tional threshold and the instant mRNA j rises above its functional threshold. For an

intra-cellular link, two sets of processes contribute to τij,1. The first set, with corre-

sponding time delay s
piq
ij,1, is associated with the dynamics of factor i. It includes the

activation of translation as the mRNA concentration crosses its functional threshold,

translation of i into its protein, and post-translational processing of the protein to

form the active transcription factor. The second set s
pjq
ij,1 is associated with factor j

and includes binding of the transcription factor i to the cis-regulatory element of gene

j, activation of transcription of mRNA j, and accumulation of mRNA j molecules.

Similarly, τij,2 accounts for two sets of processes: s
piq
ij,2 includes the deactivation of

translation of i as the mRNA concentration drops below functional threshold and

degradation of the corresponding transcription factor; and s
pjq
ij,2 includes dissociation

of transcription factors from the cis-element of j, deactivation of transcription of

j and degradation of existing j molecules. Let T psq denote the time it takes to

complete a set of processes s, then the time delays associated with eij are

τij,1 “ T pspiq
ij,1q ` T pspjq

ij,1q ; (3.1)

τij,2 “ T pspiq
ij,2q ` T pspjq

ij,2q . (3.2)

Note that for two targets of node i, τij,1 and τik,1 (and similarly τij,2 and τik,2) generally

have different values. T pspjq
ij,1q and T pspkq

ik,1q are clearly different, as they correspond

to the transcription of different genes. In addition, T pspiq
ij,1q and T pspiq

ik,1q may differ

because the concentrations of i required to activate j and k may not be the same.

Cases in which the source has a single target and the target has a single source,

such as some protein-to-protein and RNA-to-protein links, may be modeled using

just one delay parameter for turning on and one for turning off. For cases where two

or more sources regulate the same target, we introduce a processor node to account
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Figure 3.1: Time delays and cell-cell communication in the autonomous Boolean
modeling framework. (a) Time delays in the autonomous Boolean model account
for distinct biological processes. Each rectangle represents a set of processes that
is assigned a time delay. See text for details. (b) Illustration of the insertion of
a processor node, j̃, for separating delays describing different processes. (c) The
autonomous Boolean modeling framework accounts for cell-cell communication by
connecting copies of identical GRNs in different cells. Each rectangle represents a
cell, and links between neighboring cells represent the effects of signaling molecules.

for the fact that a time delay from one source may depend on the state of the target if

the target can be activated by other inputs. Consider again, for example, the link eij

of the transcriptional network in figure 3.1a. If i updates from 0 to 1 at t “ 0, then

the delay τij,1 may take two possible values depending on the state of j. If xj “ 0 at

t “ T pspiq
ij,1q, then τij,1 “ T pspiq

ij,1q ` T pspjq
ij,1q. However, if xj “ 1 at t “ T pspiq

ij,1q due to

activation by another source, the synthesis time delay T pspjq
ij,1q is no longer needed.

To account for this effect while still assigning each link single values for the on and
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off delays, we insert a processor node j̃. j̃ splits each original time delay into its two

parts T pspiq
ij,lq and T pspjq

ij,lq (figure 3.1b), each is only associated with either the source

or target node. The processor node for a transcription factor can be thought of as

representing the state of the cis-regulatory element of its gene. Another example

showing the necessity of introducing a processor node is given in Section 3.7.

For an inter-cellular (cross-regulatory) interaction, the relevant signal in the tar-

get cell may be produced by any of the neighboring sources. A source protein is

explicitly represented as a node P in the source cell and a processor P̃x is added

in the target cell. The processor’s logic function fP̃x
integrates the inputs from all

adjacent cells and sends a single output to the target of the signaling pathway (which

may be a processor). For present purposes, we take fP̃x
to be an OR function on all

of its inputs.

Each processor is treated exactly as any other node in the ABN. Insertion of

a processor preserves the complexity of the network logic, as ej̃j becomes a trivial

activating link and fj̃ is precisely the original fj. We note that additional processors

could be introduced to account for more complex features of the time delays. For

example, a node y that responds to xi OR xj may turn on more rapidly if both

inputs are turned on together. To model this, one could introduce a processor that

responds to xi AND xj and assign a smaller time delay for it to activate y. For

present purposes, we neglect such complications.

3.2.2 Multiple cells and cell division

A multicellular system is modeled as a large network in which intra-cellular networks

are connected by links representing cell-cell signaling molecules. In modeling a sin-

gle organism, all cells are assumed to carry the same intra-cellular network and be

receptive to the same inter-cellular signals [26,27,31–33]. (See figure 3.1c.) Two cells

are connected by a signaling link if they are physically close enough for the signal
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from one to influence the other.

To model cell division, we assume that a progenitor cell gives rise to two identical

daughter cells, each inheriting the dynamical state of the progenitor at the instant

of division. The positions of all cells are then recomputed based on some externally

specified morphological model. All previously existing signaling links are deleted

from the full ABN and new signaling links are established between adjacent cells in

the new configuration. For each new signaling link, an update signal for the target

indicating the state of the source is added to the event queue at the time of the

division, corresponding to the zero time delay for the contact interaction between a

signaling protein (P ) and its receptor (the processor).

3.3 Constructing the Drosophila segment polarity model

During Drosophila embryogenesis, maternal effect genes (such as bicoid and nanos)

establish gradients that initiate the specification of anterior-posterior axis (A-P axis)

of the embryo. Following these maternal cues, gap, pair-rule and segment polarity

genes act sequentially to establish and refine a periodic, striped pattern of expression

along the A-P axis. While the gap and pair-rule genes are under direct transcriptional

control in the syncytial embryo, regulation of the segment polarity genes (such as en,

wg and hh) expressed after cellularization of the blastoderm relies on intercellular

signaling. In the stabilization phase of epidermal patterning, the segment polarity

signal genes hh and wg are expressed in single-cell-wide stripes, and they encode

secreted molecules that diffuse only about one cell diameter [34, 35]. These stripes

partition the embryo into repeating units along the A-P axis known as parasegments.

The width of each parasegment grows as the cells continue to divide, but the juxta-

posed wg and en/hh stripes each remain a single cell in width [31, 36]. We take as

a starting point the ODE model of Ingolia for segment polarity stabilization in the

Drosophila system [31].
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3.3.1 Network topology

Figure 3.2a shows the topology of the Ingolia network [31]. We first simplify it

by collapsing each linear chain in the ODE network to a single link in the ABN,

absorbing the effects of the intermediate links into the time delay parameters. For

example, the links from en to EN, and from EN to ci are collapsed into a single link

from en to ci. The basal transcriptional machinery driving the expression of ci, slp

and hh, which is implicit in the ODE model, is represented by node B in figure 3.2b.

Further modification is needed to account for the regulation of the proteins CI and

CN. In the cell, CN is produced by proteolytic cleavage of CI, a reaction inhibited by

HH signaling [37]. Without expression of HH in a neighboring cell, a given cell will

express a low concentration of CI and high concentration of CN, but the presence of

HH in a neighbor will result in high CI and low CN. While in the ODE models it is

possible to have a steady state with low CI and high CN, a direct activating link from

CI to CN in a Boolean model cannot account for a state with CI “OFF” (xCI “ 0)

and CN “ON” (xCN “ 1). To correctly represent the regulatory relationship in the

ABN, both ci in the cell at hand and hh in a neighboring cell are linked to CI through

an AND function and the CI-CN link is replaced by an activating link from ci to CN

together with a repressing link from neighboring hh to CN. Figure 3.2b shows the

ABN topology at this stage in the analysis. We next introduce processors for nodes

with multiple inputs. Links directed toward a given mRNA or protein now point to

its processor node, which relays the regulatory decision to the node it controls via a

single link. (See figure 3.2c.) Each node in figure 3.2b requires a processor except for

B, which has no inputs, and HH, WG, whose incoming links represent only protein

synthesis. Table 3.1 gives our nomenclature for the processor nodes and abbreviated

notations used below for other nodes. Inter-cellular signaling processors W̃x and H̃x

are introduced for each cell to integrate WG and HH signals from its neighbors.
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Figure 3.2: Adapting the ODE topology to autonomous Boolean topology. (a)
The topology of the ODE model of the segment polarity network, taken from In-
golia [31]. (b) The segment polarity network topology for the ABN model after
removing unnecessary nodes and accounting for the effective logic of the CI-CN-HH
system. (c) An illustration of the insertion of a processor node. This processor node
ẽ may be interpreted as representing a cis-regulatory element. (d) The full segment
polarity network topology for the ABN model.

The topology of our adaptation (figure 3.2d) is consistent with the biology and

expresses the same causal structure the ODE topology of figure 3.2a.
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Table 3.1: Nomenclature of nodes and their corresponding processors in the
Drosophila segment polarity autonomous Boolean network (ABN) model.

Node Abbreviation Processor

wg w w̃

ci i ĩ

CI I Ĩ

CN N Ñ
en e ẽ
slp s s̃

hh h h̃
B B n/a

WG W n/a
HH H n/a

3.3.2 Boolean logic functions

The Boolean logic functions assigned to each node are summarized in table 3.2. Our

choices are determined as follows:

1. Each mRNA or protein node that has only one input copies the state of its

input.

2. We assume that wg or hh signal from any single neighbor is sufficient to activate

the signal transduction pathways in a target cell, therefore H̃x and W̃x both

have OR functions.

3. To turn Ĩ ON requires the presence of ci and also the HH signal from a neighbor

to avoid cleavage into CN. On the other hand, to turn Ñ ON requires both ci

and the absence of neighboring HH [37,38].

4. ẽ, h̃, s̃ and ĩ each have one activating and one repressing input. Experimental

evidence suggests that the repressor input dominates the activator when both

are present. For ẽ and h̃, lack of slp results in ectopic expression of en/hh [39].

For s̃ and ĩ, ectopic expression of en suppresses slp and ci [40, 41].
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5. Finally, both neighboring HH and local WG are required to activate wg [42].

Hence in our ABN model, both CI and WG are required to activate w̃ and CN

represses wg transcription [38], leading to the w̃ logic function in table 3.2.

Table 3.2: The set of logic functions used in the ABN model.

Node Logic function Reference

w̃ W ^ I ^ (� N) [38, 42]
ĩ � e ^ B [41]

Ĩ i ^ Hneighbor [38]

Ñ i ^ (� Hneighbor) [38]
ẽ � s ^ Wneighbor [39]
s̃ � e ^ B [40]

h̃ � s ^ B [39]

W̃x _@kpWneighbor,kq assumed

H̃x _@kpHneighbor,kq assumed

B n/a [31,32]
w w̃ direct transcription

i ĩ direct transcription

I Ĩ by definition

N Ñ by definition
e ẽ direct transcription
s s̃ direct transcription

h h̃ direct transcription
W w direct translation
H h direct translation

3.3.3 Spatial structure and cell division

The cells in the model are hexagons arranged in a 2-by-4 lattice with periodic bound-

ary conditions imposed on both the rows and columns of figure 3.3a [31]. Because

both wg and hh signals are short-ranged during the developmental stages [34, 43],

signaling occurs only between cells in direct contact [26,31,32]. We assume for sim-

plicity that all cells divide synchronously. When a cell divides, the two daughters

inherit all of the mother’s past records and any future updates that are scheduled.
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In our simulations, we set the units of time such that cell division occurs at t “ 1,

corresponding to the cell cycle time after cellularization of about 1 hour.
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Figure 3.3: Cell division in the segment polarity network model. (a) The spatial
arrangement of the cell starts from a 2-by-4 lattice with both horizontal and vertical
periodic boundaries. (b) At cell division, all cells divide synchronously, each becoming
2 daughter cells: column 1 gives rise to 1a and 1b, column 2 gives rise to 2a and
2b, and so forth. If wg is expressed in column 2 just prior to the division, it will
be expressed in the resulting columns 2a and 2b immediately after the division. (c)
In wild type Drosophila embryos, the expression of wg requires a hh signal from a
neighboring cell, so cells not touching the hh expressing cells will eventually lose wg.

3.3.4 Time delays and short pulse rejection

Our segment polarity model has 26 independent time delay parameters. We assume

that they are within the ranges indicated in table 3.3, representing generic rates

of the relevant physical processes [44] relative to the typical cell cycle time. All

other time delays correspond to relatively fast processes, such as transcription factor

binding to cis-regulatory elements and signal transduction [45, 46], and we assume
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that they are fixed at a very low value (10´4).

Table 3.3: The segment polarity ABN model time delay assignment and interpre-
tation. Time delay ranges estimated from [37,44–46].

Time delay(s) Range Process represented

τĨI,1 0.05–0.2 synthesis of the CI protein
τiĨ,2 0.1–1.5 natural degradation of the CI protein
τÑN,1 10´4 import of CN into the nucleus
τÑN,2 0.1–1.5 natural degradation of the CN protein
τiĨ,1 10´4 export of ci transcripts to the nucleus
τĨI,2 10´4 termination of export of ci transcripts to the

nucleus
τH̃xĨ,1

, τH̃xÑ,1 10´4 signal diffusion and transduction of HH in
the neighbor

τH̃xĨ,2
, τH̃xÑ,2 1.25 termination of HH signal from the neighbor

and proteolytic cleavage of CI into CN
τiÑ ,1 1.25–2 synthesis of the CI protein and its simulta-

neous conversion to CN
τiÑ ,2 10´4 termination of export of ci transcripts to the

nucleus
τw̃w,1, τĩi,1, τẽe,1, τs̃s,1, τh̃h,1 0.02–0.2 transcription of the mRNA of wg, ci, en, slp,

hh
τw̃w,2, τĩi,2, τẽe,2, τs̃s,2, τh̃h,2 0.1–0.4 degradation of the mRNA of wg, ci, en, slp,

hh
τẽi,1, τes̃,1 0.05–0.2 translation of en and binding of EN (and/or

its target) to the cis-regulatory elements of
ci, slp

τẽi,2, τes̃,2 0.1–1.5 natural degradation of EN (and its target)
and its dissociation from the cis-regulatory
elements of ci, slp

τsẽ,1, τsh̃,1 0.05–0.2 translation of slp and binding of SLP (and/or
its target) to the cis-regulatory elements of
en, hh

τsẽ,2, τsh̃,2 0.1–1.5 natural degradation of SLP (and its target)
and its dissociation from the cis-regulatory
elements of en, hh

τwW,1, τhH,1 0.05–0.2 translation of wg, hh
τwW,2, τhH,2 0.1–1.5 natural degradation of WG, HH
τWw̃,1, τIw̃,1, τNw̃,1 10´4 binding of WG, CI, CN (and/or their targets,

respectively) to the cis-regulatory element of
wg
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Continuation of Table 3.3

Time delay(s) Range Process represented

τWw̃,2, τIw̃,2, τNw̃,2 10´4 dissociation of WG, CI, CN (and their tar-
gets, respectively) from the cis-regulatory el-
ement of wg

τBĩ,1, τBs̃,1, τBh̃,1 10´4 binding of basal transcription machineries to
the cis-regulatory elements of ci, slp, hh

τBĩ,2, τBs̃,2, τBh̃,2 10´4 dissociation of basal transcription machiner-
ies from the cis-regulatory elements of ci, slp,
hh

τW̃xẽ,1
10´4 signal diffusion and transduction of WG in

the neighbor
τW̃xẽ,2

10´4 termination of WG signal from the neighbor
τHH̃x,1

, τHH̃x,2
, τWW̃x,1

, τWW̃x,2
0 signal diffusion time delays for these links

have been lumped into τH̃xĨ,1
, τH̃xÑ,1, τH̃xĨ,2

,
τH̃xÑ,2, τW̃xẽ,1

, τW̃xẽ,2

We note that there is some in vivo experimental evidence for a long half-life

(75 minutes) for conversion of CI to CN [37]. Incorporating this value into our

model without generating cases where CI and CN are on simultaneously in some

cells, which appears to be inconsistent with experiments [32, 37], requires either (a)

assuming that the activation time for CI from ci is greater than 75 minutes or (b)

assuming that the functional threshold for CI is substantially lower than that for

CN. For the present study, we choose the latter option, as the former yields solutions

only for extreme values of other time delay parameters. We note, however, that all

of the successful ODE model [31] parameter sets we examined correspond to short

CI-CN conversion times, and we have checked that using a short time in our model

does not substantively alter the results.

3.3.5 Initial conditions

Pair-rule genes generate initial transcripts of wg and en in columns 2 and 3, respec-

tively [34]. (See figure 3.3a for column labels.) In addition, the pair-rule gene slp is

expressed prior to the developmental stages we study and maintains its expression
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throughout our time window in columns 1 and 4 [39].

In correspondence with the initial conditions employed in the ODE models, we

assume that the segment polarity proteins are not active until, at t “ 0, they reach

some critical concentration and begin to affect their targets, and that the en, wg

and slp transcripts preloaded by pair-rule genes decay in the absence of endogenous

production. The initial conditions for the ABN model therefore specify that en, wg

and slp are on for t ă 0 in the appropriate columns and that w̃, ẽ, and s̃ turn off

at t “ 0 (due to deactivation of pair-rule regulators not explicitly included in the

model). To match the initial conditions of the ODE model, B is assumed to switch

from off to on t “ 0 as well. The dynamics then proceeds as explained above.

3.3.6 Limitations of the ABN approximation

An ABN model is clearly a simplification of the full dynamics of the real system.

One test of its suitability for modeling systems with continuously variable concen-

trations is to check for whether it can reproduce the attractors and transients of a

relevant ODE system. Integrating the Ingolia ODEs using Mathematica code based

on Ingeneue [32], we identified several parameter sets that produce the desired target

pattern from a given initial condition. We then binarized the ODE time series using

thresholds derived from the ODE parameters [47] and asked whether a set of ABN

time delays can be found such that the ABN trajectory matches the binarized ODE

time series.

In the Drosophila model, each node in the network only switches once or twice

before the fixed point is reached and it is possible to get very good ABN approxima-

tions by adjusting each relevant time delay to fit the one transition that it governs.

A better test, however, is to ask whether the ABN time delays can be found without

relying on fitting the entire transient, using instead only local information about each

link, then to see whether the ABN accounts well for the full transient and correct
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final pattern.

Consider the link eij and let tkiu be the set of sources for i and tkju be the set

of sources for j not including i itself, and let ui be the ODE variable corresponding

to xi. We determine the time delay τij,1 by holding all uki and ukj at their saturated

values that yield ui “ 0 and uj “ 0, then switching one of the uki instantaneously so

that ui rises above its threshold value, which causes uj to rise above its threshold.

τij,1 is taken to be the time between these two crossings. For the equations used by

Ingolia, the result does not depend on which uki is taken to be the step function.

We find that this procedure is sufficient to capture the ODE dynamics in the

Drosophila network if three conditions are met. First, the ODE must not have

a threshold parameter so low that a target crosses its threshold before its source

crosses its own threshold, in which case the extracted time delay is negative. Some

sets of ODE parameters classified by Ingolia as working do have this property. (See

detailed discussion below. For details regarding the ODE-ABN parameter mapping,

see Appendix B.)

Second, the success of the ODE must not depend on a variable that rises above

the threshold required to turn on one of its targets but then plateaus before getting

high enough to turn on another target. Such a case would require assigning three

distinct values to the variable in a discrete model [7], or adding an auxiliary binary

node that carries the relevant information. Third, the ODE must not depend on a

variable with a very low threshold barely crossing the threshold before decaying back

below it. In such a case, the time delay extracted by beginning from the saturation

value is too large, which can lead the ABN to the wrong fixed point. If the transition

in question occurs in only one context, the ABN parameter can simply be adjusted

to give a good account of the dynamics. If however, the same variable does decay

from its saturation value at a different time or different cell, or in a perturbation

experiment, then there may be a conflict that cannot be resolved within the ABN
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without introducing an auxiliary node.

Figure 3.4 shows an example of a match between the ABN and ODE dynamics

for a case that meets the three conditions. The key point is that the ABN model

can clarify the mechanism by which the system achieves its goal. For a system in

which positive time delays can be measured by isolating individual local motifs, the

ABN model can either account for the dynamics or indicate a need for modeling of

ternary effects or sensitivity to low activation levels.
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Figure 3.4: Boolean dynamics match closely the time series of the corresponding
ODE model. Each panel corresponds to the designated gene and a given column.
The labels 2a, 2b, 3a and 3b refer to the column numbers in figure 3.3. Dashed lines
indicate thresholds for binarizing the ODE concentration levels.

Successful parameters classified by Ingolia

Ingolia [31] classified successful parameters based on a score measuring how well the

concentrations obtained from the ODEs match the experimental patterns for wg,

en and hh at two time points: the end time point of the ODE time series and an
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intermediate time point. The purpose of using two time points is to guard against

an oscillatory solution in which the score just happened to be classified as successful

at one particular moment. In the present study, we take the intermediate time point

to be t “ 500, which is sufficiently long after the cell division at t “ 100 to allow

the system to settle to a steady state. An ODE parameter set classified as successful

by such criteria may give rise to negative time delays and therefore be excluded

from further ABN analysis. An example of such an ODE parameter set and the

corresponding ABN parameters is given in the last columns of tables 3.4 and 3.5.

Additional example results

Complete time series plots for three example ODE parameter sets and their ABN

counterparts are shown here. Sets 1 and 2 lead to the correct final pattern via distinct

transient dynamics, in which CI in column 2a behaves differently, while set 3 fails

to achieve the correct final pattern. In all cases the ABN accounts properly for the

ODE dynamics.

In figures 3.5–3.7, the columns are labeled in the same manner as in figure 3 of

the main text. Note that the division time is 100 in all the figures presented here.

The ordinary differential equation (ODE) and autonomous Boolean network (ABN)

model parameter values used to make the figures are listed in tables 3.4 and 3.5,

respectively.
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1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b 4a 4b

wg

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

WG

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

ci

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

CI

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

CN

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

en

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

slp

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

hh

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

Figure 3.5: Time series comparison of ODE parameter set 1 and its correspond-
ing ABN parameter set, showing convergence to the correct pattern at large times.
Brown: ODE time series; Green: ABN time series; Red dashed: OFF threshold;
Blue dashed: ON threshold; Purple dashed: the ON and OFF thresholds overlap.
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1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b 4a 4b

wg

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

WG

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

ci

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

CI

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

CN

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

en

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

slp

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

hh

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

10�1 1 10 102
0

1

Figure 3.6: Time series comparison of ODE parameter set 2 and its corresponding
ABN parameter set, showing convergence to the correct pattern at large times with
different transient dynamics from figure 3.5. Brown: ODE time series; Green: ABN
time series; Red dashed: OFF threshold; Blue dashed: ON threshold; Purple dashed:
the ON and OFF thresholds overlap.
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1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b 4a 4b

wg

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

WG

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

ci

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

CI

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

CN

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

en

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

slp

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

hh

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

1 10 102 103
0

1

Figure 3.7: Time series comparison of ODE parameter set 3 and its corresponding
ABN parameter set. In this case, the correct target pattern is not achieved. Brown:
ODE time series; Green: ABN time series; Red dashed: OFF threshold; Blue dashed:
ON threshold; Purple dashed: the ON and OFF thresholds overlap.
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Table 3.4: Example ODE parameter sets used in figures 3.5–3.7 and an example
successful parameter according to Ingolia’s criteria. The last column shows a set that
is successful by those criteria but leads to a negative time delay for the corresponding
ABN.

ODE Parameter Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Excluded set

KEWGÑen 0.0242 0.0157 0.1990 0.0170
νEWGÑen 9.105 1.191 3.742 6.382
Hen 99.84 27.96 34.64 9.384
KSLP%en 0.0499 0.0107 0.3020 0.0157
νSLP%en 8.626 5.717 8.456 8.039
HEN 13.91 49.39 86.34 99.29
Hwg 276.4 48.84 174.3 29.30
KCIÑwg 0.4245 0.5250 0.4990 0.1457
νCIÑwg 4.477 4.271 2.964 4.630
KWGÑwg 0.1115 0.00976 0.2010 0.0396
νWGÑwg 1.888 9.252 8.315 7.534
HIWG 31.07 24.21 27.23 42.48
Kin,WG 0.00382 0.0134 0.8047 0.00141
Kout,WG 0.00288 0.00144 0.00376 0.0192
Karound,WG 0.00287 0.00212 0.00279 0.0150
Kacross,WG 0.1014 0.1936 0.00279 0.0144
HEWG 96.08 827.8 278.0 40.80
Hslp 27.07 20.29 9.024 75.76
KEN%slp 0.0142 0.0416 0.2980 0.0323
νEN%slp 9.615 9.103 2.969 7.180
HSLP 6.569 63.84 67.12 37.12
Hci 42.94 67.98 27.49 43.20
KEN%ci 0.0156 0.0175 0.2990 0.4807
νEN%ci 7.413 7.376 4.229 4.418
KHHÑCI 0.0462 0.0990 0.1002 0.0286
νHHÑCI 5.489 6.775 9.388 3.510
C´1

0 0.1582 0.3305 0.3995 0.2822
HCI 69.61 71.31 120.0 68.90
HCN 72.22 71.14 120.0 22.31
Hhh 43.48 21.57 12.21 22.15
KSLP%hh 0.0501 0.0136 0.3000 0.0127
νSLP%hh 8.237 9.861 4.499 8.081
HHH 35.53 18.31 21.63 93.01
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Table 3.5: ABN time delays corresponding to the example ODE parameter sets shown
in table 3.4. Delays τHH̃x,1

, τHH̃x,2
, τWW̃x,1

and τWW̃x,2
are 0, since signal diffusion

time delays for these links have been lumped into τH̃xĨ,1
, τH̃xÑ,1, τH̃xĨ,2

, τH̃xÑ,2, τW̃xẽ,1

and τW̃xẽ,2
, all of which are set to 10´4. For any other time delay τ not shown here,

τ “ 10´4 (See table 2 in the main text). In the last column, τH̃xÑ,2 and τH̃xĨ,2
are

negative.

ABN Parameter Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Excluded set

τw̃w,1 10.86 0.4810 38.97 1.498
τwW,1 16.51 4.570 25.89 6.454
τĩi,1 23.72 50.61 19.00 6.801
τĨI,1 56.54 71.92 93.98 30.01
τẽe,1 8.634 8.283 212.8 2.341
τs̃s,1 1.385 0.2190 3.218 0.969
τh̃h,1 6.490 7.600 4.363 1.989

τhH,1 19.09 14.07 13.77 21.05
τẽi,1 5.822 7.056 54.87 74.61
τiÑ ,1 67.84 80.22 99.05 47.58
τsẽ,1 3.499 5.383 30.24 9.080
τes̃,1 5.455 11.64 54.68 8.854
τsh̃,1 3.510 6.142 30.04 8.003

τw̃w,2 606.5 202.7 279.7 94.61
τwW,2 6.692 29.94 9.565 21.78
τĩi,2 36.80 43.83 24.50 131.8
τiĨ,2 70.90 67.60 94.37 108.7
τÑN,2 238.3 271.8 548.2 87.81
τẽe,2 415.1 88.88 41.82 6.874
τs̃s,2 81.05 87.20 23.84 314.7
τh̃h,2 85.92 26.20 21.15 54.40

τhH,2 51.44 22.70 26.27 199.2
τẽi,2 14.98 151.4 103.9 75.71
τH̃xÑ,2 3.168 0.3580 0.3710 -9.633
τH̃xĨ,2

3.168 0.3580 0.3710 -9.633
τsẽ,2 7.633 226.7 79.25 50.75
τes̃,2 24.43 108.0 104.2 343.8
τsh̃,2 7.525 211.5 79.69 66.91
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3.4 Analysis of the ABN Drosophila model

Treating the ABN model directly, without reference to the ODE, we assessed its

ability to reproduce the experimentally observed segment polarity gene expression

patterns described in previous studies. For the network of figure 3.2d with the initial

conditions defined above, we randomly sampled 104 parameter sets. The 26 time

delays were sampled from uniform distributions within ranges shown in table 3.3.

Time delays on links representing fast processes, such as protein binding, were fixed

at a very low value (10´4) in all parameter sets. The short pulse rejection (SPR)

thresholds of node i were set to

ri,l “ min
kPV pτik,lq (3.3)

where V is the set of all target nodes of i, and l “ 1 for rejecting positive pulses and

l “ 2 for rejecting inverted pulses (dips). Of the 104 sampled parameter sets, 3652

produced the target patterns of en, wg, ci, hh, CI, and CN discussed in [32] in the

absence of cell division. All 3652 sets also produced the correct pattern of en, wg, and

hh discussed in [31] when cell proliferation was incorporated. Furthermore, without

cell division, a comparison could be made with the en, wg, and hh mutants studied by

Albert and Othmer [26]. For all eight nodes common to our model and [26] (wg, WG,

en, hh, HH, ci, CI or CIA, and CN or CIR), all 3652 of our working sets produced

the same final patterns as [26]. In addition, for many parameter sets that captured

the en mutant pattern, hh was expressed transiently, consistent with the phenotype

described in [48].

3.4.1 Timing constraints

The ABN framework allows for analytical determination of some regions in parame-

ters space that lead to successful pattern formation. For example, given the Boolean

logic functions specified in table 3.2 and initial conditions specified in section 3.3.5,
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we derived a set of sufficient conditions on the time delays for guaranteeing the pro-

duction of the desired final pattern. We use the abbreviated notation from table 3.1.

Independent of timing considerations, the Boolean logic of the network (table 3.2)

ensures that the desired final state (figure 3.3c) of the full multicellular system is a

fixed point of the dynamics. We seek conditions on the time delays that ensure the

transient generated from the given initial conditions leads to this fixed point. The

conditions take the form of inequalities that ensure an ordering of events that leads

to the correct pattern. One such constraint is

τBs̃,1 ` τs̃s,1 ` τsẽ,1 ´ pτWW̃x,1
` τW̃xẽ,1

q ă rẽ,1 ; (3.4)

which ensures that the repression signal from slp arrives in time to prevent neigh-

boring WG from turning ON en.

The strategy of the proof is to identify positive feedback loops that act as bistable

switches to control the fixed point pattern, then determine conditions that force each

loop to hold its proper state. (See figure 3.8.) These are the loops identified also by

Ma et al. as constituting the fundamental structure of the network [33]. For each

steady state of each loop, the configuration will hold for all time if (1) certain external

inputs to the nodes in the loop are held constant at appropriate values and (2)

there are no pending updates propagating on any links in the loop. Straightforward

inspection reveals that when condition (2) is met, the following configurations are

stable for the en-slp loop consisting of te, s̃, s, ẽu and the cross-cellular wg-en loop

consisting of te, s̃, s, h̃, h,H, H̃x, Ĩ , I, w̃, w,W, W̃xu.

L1: In the en-slp loop, pxẽ “ xe “ 0, xs̃ “ xs “ 1q and the input B is always ON.

L2: In the wg-en loop, all nodes are ON except s and s̃, and ĩ is always ON.

L3: In the wg-en loop, all nodes are OFF except s and s̃, and B is always ON.
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To guarantee the correct final pattern, it suffices to ensure that the initial dynamics

drive the loops into the correct steady states in appropriate columns, which can be

done through the straightforward reasoning presented below.
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Figure 3.8: Final pattern of expression in four columns surrounding the wg-en
boundary. In each column, all the cells are depicted as being collapsed into a single
cell. Ovals, squares, and diamonds, represent mRNA, proteins, and processors, re-
spectively. Filled colors indicate elements that are turned on. Element B is always
on by definition. Dashed lines indicate signaling links between two adjacent cells in
the same column, which have identical expression patterns. Black links show interac-
tions required for establishing the final pattern. Thick links indicate self-sustaining
feedback loops that are useful for finding sufficient conditions on the time delay
parameters.

Given the specified Boolean logic functions and initial conditions, we derive a

set of sufficient conditions on the time delays for guaranteeing the production of the

desired final pattern.

If the following conditions are met, the initial conditions described in the main
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text will lead to the desired final pattern:

maxrpτBĩ,1 ` τĩi,1 ` τiĨ,1q, pτBh̃,1 ` τh̃h,1 ` τhH,1 ` τHH̃x,1
` τH̃xĨ,1

qs
`τĨI,1 ` τIw̃,1 ` τw̃w,1 ´ τw̃w,2 ă rw,2 ;(3.5)

pτBh̃,1 ` τh̃h,1 ` τhH,1 ` τHH̃x,1
` τH̃xÑ,1q ´ pτBĩ,1 ` τĩi,1 ` τiÑ ,1q ă rÑ,1 ;(3.6)

τBs̃,1 ` τs̃s,1 ` τsẽ,1 ´ pτWW̃x,1
` τW̃xẽ,1

q ă rẽ,1 ; (3.7)

τWW̃x,1
` τW̃xẽ,1

` τẽe,1 ´ τẽe,2 ă re,2 ; (3.8)

τBs̃,1 ` τs̃s,1 ´ τs̃s,2 ă rs,2 . (3.9)

Proof: Independent of timing considerations, the Boolean logic of the network

ensures that the desired final state of the full multicellular system is a fixed point of

the dynamics.

Note that in the multicellular system with the given initial conditions, the location

of the wg-en boundary is invariant under cell division. The cell division merely re-

labels columns 2 and 3 as 2b and 3a. Furthermore, if a cell does not have w ON

initially, the AND logic of the activating inputs to w̃ ensures that w will never be

ON.

Positive feedback loops that act as bistable switches control the fixed point pat-

tern. (See figure 3.8.) For each steady state of each loop, the configuration will hold

for all time if (1) certain external inputs to the nodes in the loop are held constant

at appropriate values and (2) there are no pending updates propagating on any links

in the loop. Straightforward inspection reveals that when condition (2) is met, the

following configurations are stable for the en-slp loop consisting of te, s̃, s, ẽu and the

cross-cellular wg-en loop consisting of te, s̃, s, h̃, h,H, H̃x, Ĩ , I, w̃, w,W, W̃xu.
To guarantee the correct final pattern, it suffices to ensure that the initial dy-

namics drive the loops into the correct steady states in appropriate columns. Note

that establishment of L1 in any cell ensures that h̃, h, and H are OFF.
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• Because s is initially ON in columns 1 and 4 (1a, 1b, 4a, and 4b after cell

division), the en-slp loops in those columns will go to L1 and, because B is

always ON by definition, can contain no pending updates if the activating signal

from B reach s fast enough that xs “ 1 is maintained without interruption, as

ensured by Ineq. 3.9.

• The wg-en loop across columns 2 and 3 (2b and 3a after cell division) should be

in L2. Initially, there are three pending updates on this loop: (u1) the decay of

e, (u2) the decay of w, and (u3) the activation of ẽ by W̃x. Convergence to L2

will be guaranteed if u3 propagates to e before u1 takes effect and activation

signals from B2 and B3 both reach w before u2 occurs, where the subscript is

a column index. Under these conditions, there will be no pending updates in

the loop when it reaches L2.

The signal from B through ĩ in column 2 will not be interrupted if e in column

2 never turns ON. Cells in column 2 (or 2a), however, receive a W signal from

other cells in the same stripe, which can potentially turn ON e. To avoid even

transient expression of e in any of these cells, it suffices to have s turned ON by

B and repress e (through ẽ) before the signal from the neighboring W arrives.

This condition is expressed by Ineq. 3.4.

Ineq. 3.5 expresses the condition that the slower of the activating signals from

B2 (or B2b) and B3 (or B3a) arrives at w before u2 occurs. The additional

Ineq. 3.6 is needed to ensure that the signal initiated at B3 (or B3a) arrives to

repress Ñ before the signal from B2 (or B2b) arrives to activate it.

• In columns 2a and 3b, H̃x and W̃x turn OFF due to loss of contact with cells

expressing H andW . This deactivates e in column 3b and w in 2a, respectively,

in both cases resulting in the establishment of L1.
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Straightforward inspection shows that the establishment of these loop states yields

the correct expression pattern for all nodes. Q.E.D

3.4.2 Connectedness of the space of successful parameter sets

From an evolutionary perspective, it is important to know whether the domain of

working parameter sets divides into disconnected regions, which would then represent

distinct strategies for hitting the target pattern and suggest that viable mutations

would not explore the full space. We note that Dayarian et al. [47] have considered

a related issue, the characterization of the domain of parameter sets that can hold

the final pattern without regard to the question of whether the pattern would be

reached from the given initial conditions. Here we focus explicitly on the set of time

delay parameters that produce a successful transient, given that the network logic is

capable of holding the final pattern. To test for the presence of such disconnected

regions, we randomly chose 100 of the 3652 working sets and for each pair checked the

pattern of en, wg, and hh produced (with cell division) for 48 evenly spaced points

along their interpolating line segment in parameter space. For some pairs, some of

the 48 points either failed to reach the correct target pattern, indicating that the

space of working parameter sets is not convex. We then constructed a graph in

which each node corresponds to one of the 100 working parameters sets, and an edge

is placed between all pairs of nodes for which all 48 interpolating points produced

the correct pattern. Figure 3.9a shows the adjacency matrix for this graph. A red

pixel indicates an existing edge; a black pixel indicates that at least one point on

the interpolating line segment failed to produce the correct pattern. The fact that

there are continuous paths of red pixels connecting the left edge to the bottom right

corner reveals immediately that the graph consists of a single connected component.

This result strongly suggests that the full space of working parameter sets forms a

connected region, and therefore that the full set can be explored via sequences of
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small mutations.

3.4.3 Robustness of the Drosophila segment polarity network

To characterize the robustness of a given model, we introduced noise of amplitude α

by setting the time delay for a particular update event to

τ 1 “ p1 ` εqτ , (3.10)

where the random variable ε is drawn from a uniform distribution on the interval

r´α, αs. For every update occurring after those specified by the initial conditions,

a freshly sampled ε determines τ 1 for each update triggered by the current one. In

order to ensure consistency with equation (3.3), all SPR thresholds are reduced by

a factor of p1´αq. For a parameter set that produces the correct pattern for α “ 0,

nonzero α may lead to the wrong pattern or to extended oscillations in a given

run. We define Rpαq as the fraction of independent runs that produce a fixed point

with the correct pattern. Rpαq typically decreases monotonically with increasing

α, as shown in figure 3.9b. In one case out of the ten we examined, however, R

increases substantially with increasing α after an initial rapid drop. The mechanism

underlying this unusual behavior is not yet understood. We define αm as the largest

α for which Rpαq exceeds a threshold value R˚, with higher scores indicating that the

patterning is more robust against timing fluctuations. It has been estimated that the

normal detection rate of mutations causing visible phenotypes is about 2.5ˆ 10´4 in

Drosophila melanogaster [49]. For our study, we assumed conservative R˚ “ 0.99 as a

condition for developmental success. For each parameter set, we search for αm using

an algorithm that assumes Rpαq is a monotonically decreasing function, consistent

with the behavior displayed in figure 3.9c. Figure 3.9d shows the distribution of αm

values for our 3652 working parameter sets. The most robust cases score as high as

αm “ 0.79. The nature of variations in αm across the space of working parameter
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sets is illustrated in figures 3.9e and f . Each figure shows a lattice of interpolating

points in a triangle defined by the three working sets corresponding to points A,

B, and C. Colors match the scheme displayed in figure 3.9d. The robustness varies

smoothly over the regions where it is nonzero; the grey protrusion confirms that the

set of working parameters is not convex.

To explore the robustness landscape of working parameters for our ABN Drosophila

model, we compute the robustness score αm for 10 evenly spaced interpolated points

along the line segments joining each pair of the top 20 most robust parameter sets.

We normalize the distance between any two parameter sets as follows. We denote

the minimum value of the ith time delay variable in all 3652 working sets minpτiq
and maximum maxpτiq, where i P t1, 2, . . . , 26u. For any pair of parameter sets m

and n, we define the normalized distance as

dm,n “
gffe 26ÿ

i“1

ˆ
τi,m ´ τi,n

maxpτiq ´ minpτiq
˙2

.

The result is shown in figure 3.10. The parameter values used to produce figure 3.10

are presented in table 3.6.
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Figure 3.9: Geometry of the space of working parameter sets and robustness of the
segment polarity network. (a) Adjacency matrix for 100 parameter sets randomly se-
lected from the total 3652 working sets. Red pixels indicate that all 48 interpolating
points on the edge connecting the two parameter sets produce the correct pattern,
while black indicates at least 1 failure. (b) The fraction R of runs that produce
successful pattern formation as a function of noise amplitude α. 2000 independent
simulation runs are used to compute R for each data point. (c) Detail of upper
left corner of (b) showing the threshold R˚ “ 0.99 for developmental success. (d)
Distribution of robustness (αm) values for the 3652 working parameters sets. (e, f)
Variation of the robustness over two triangular regions in parameter space interpo-
lating between three working parameter sets. Each point represents a parameter set
and the color indicates the robustness αm using the scale of (d), with gray indicating
parameter sets that do not produce the correct final pattern even for α “ 0.
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Figure 3.10: Robustness of evenly spaced points interpolating the straight line
segments joining each pair of top 20 most robust working parameter sets in our ABN
model. For each panel, the left end point of the curve corresponds to the parameter
set whose robustness ranking is indicated by the integer at the right end of the row,
and the right end point by that at the top of the column. The x-axis indicates the
normalized distance between two parameter sets, and y-axis is the robustness score
αm.
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Table 3.6: Parameters used to produce figure 3.10. Delays τWW̃x,1
, τWW̃x,2

, τHH̃x,1

and τHH̃x,2
are 0, since signal diffusion time delays for these links have been lumped

into τW̃xẽ,1
, τW̃xẽ,2

, τH̃xĨ,1
, τH̃xÑ,1, τH̃xĨ,2

and τH̃xÑ,2, the first four of which are set to
10´4 and the last two to 1.25. For any other time delay τ not shown here, τ “ 10´4.

Index: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

τw̃w,1 0.1699 0.1078 0.1763 0.1414 0.1971 0.0233 0.0614 0.0456 0.1376 0.1197
τwW,1 0.0536 0.1698 0.1562 0.0841 0.0741 0.1944 0.0734 0.0779 0.1555 0.1395
τĩi,1 0.0382 0.1047 0.1473 0.1759 0.0956 0.1718 0.1351 0.0255 0.0827 0.0901

τĨI,1 0.0717 0.1028 0.0580 0.1573 0.0597 0.0826 0.0755 0.1566 0.167 0.1897

τẽe,1 0.0685 0.0538 0.1118 0.122 0.1735 0.122 0.0606 0.1656 0.1274 0.0899
τs̃s,1 0.0935 0.0386 0.0899 0.0320 0.0202 0.0459 0.04 0.0284 0.0567 0.1107
τh̃h,1 0.1395 0.1722 0.0946 0.0219 0.1829 0.1532 0.0353 0.1399 0.132 0.1748

τhH,1 0.0553 0.1449 0.0726 0.0859 0.1566 0.1651 0.1034 0.1089 0.1701 0.1364
τẽi,1 0.1123 0.1862 0.1628 0.1424 0.1626 0.0574 0.0737 0.0950 0.0732 0.1773

τiÑ,1 1.674 1.645 1.794 1.826 1.88 1.495 1.75 1.433 1.396 1.288

τsẽ,1 0.1094 0.0756 0.1822 0.1046 0.1324 0.0628 0.1668 0.0911 0.0571 0.0710
τes̃,1 0.106 0.1431 0.1972 0.1589 0.1403 0.1781 0.0548 0.138 0.1921 0.0855
τsh̃,1 0.1057 0.0510 0.1588 0.1459 0.0919 0.1871 0.1789 0.1095 0.1192 0.1559

τw̃w,2 0.1612 0.389 0.1864 0.3118 0.3155 0.1337 0.2701 0.2368 0.3227 0.3519
τwW,2 1.114 0.5324 1.363 1.486 0.8834 1.221 0.4854 1.15 1.488 1.112
τĩi,2 0.123 0.3865 0.3941 0.3935 0.3904 0.3317 0.3585 0.3409 0.1126 0.1174

τÑN,2 0.1996 0.7317 1.431 0.3849 0.7255 0.37 1.22 1.318 0.8687 0.7196

τẽe,2 0.2047 0.104 0.2243 0.2407 0.3019 0.2093 0.1379 0.2075 0.1916 0.1111
τs̃s,2 0.3985 0.1197 0.3812 0.3844 0.3764 0.2747 0.3188 0.1076 0.1773 0.3713
τh̃h,2 0.1885 0.2025 0.3169 0.3112 0.1079 0.3278 0.1566 0.1656 0.1204 0.1776

τhH,2 1.327 1.111 0.8474 1.404 1.358 0.4151 0.1537 0.1208 0.9146 1.164
τẽi,2 0.101 0.3259 0.2732 0.4229 0.1612 0.1459 0.1051 0.3164 0.466 0.3371

τiĨ,2 1.145 0.8798 1.33 0.9363 0.342 0.923 0.3321 0.8685 0.9818 0.7991

τsẽ,2 1.14 1.043 1.49 1.474 1.049 0.8775 1.318 1.265 1.389 1.349
τes̃,2 0.1248 0.1735 0.3397 0.4063 0.1729 0.2444 0.1068 0.3097 0.1328 0.1827
τsh̃,2 1.256 0.9374 1.166 1.386 1.031 0.8972 1.218 1.051 0.5505 1.315
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Continuation of Table 3.6

Index: 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

τw̃w,1 0.1661 0.1865 0.1514 0.0275 0.0519 0.1437 0.154 0.103 0.1268 0.0589
τwW,1 0.0803 0.1131 0.0737 0.1738 0.1647 0.0934 0.1857 0.1589 0.1566 0.135
τĩi,1 0.0209 0.14 0.1778 0.0200 0.1035 0.0551 0.1616 0.1353 0.0633 0.0714

τĨI,1 0.0591 0.0873 0.1266 0.0896 0.0778 0.0528 0.0776 0.1483 0.0599 0.1383

τẽe,1 0.0719 0.1324 0.1832 0.106 0.146 0.0768 0.1009 0.0980 0.0533 0.0624
τs̃s,1 0.0903 0.0536 0.0279 0.0220 0.0536 0.0481 0.1607 0.1231 0.0300 0.0866
τh̃h,1 0.0203 0.0499 0.1801 0.1285 0.1258 0.0639 0.1553 0.1993 0.1603 0.1422

τhH,1 0.1426 0.0688 0.1235 0.0547 0.0952 0.0800 0.1323 0.0823 0.1108 0.1836
τẽi,1 0.099 0.1898 0.1026 0.1224 0.0947 0.1709 0.1479 0.0890 0.1568 0.0605

τiÑ,1 1.438 1.811 1.537 1.591 1.756 1.548 1.91 1.818 1.299 1.935

τsẽ,1 0.0676 0.0570 0.1871 0.136 0.056 0.0769 0.0573 0.0718 0.1359 0.0517
τes̃,1 0.0709 0.1402 0.1394 0.1403 0.0622 0.0709 0.1625 0.0562 0.0647 0.1345
τsh̃,1 0.1176 0.1102 0.1879 0.1983 0.1708 0.0922 0.1259 0.0886 0.0640 0.1218

τw̃w,2 0.1159 0.1993 0.3455 0.1748 0.3467 0.2356 0.3516 0.2508 0.3505 0.3147
τwW,2 1.45 1.354 1.04 1.447 0.1309 1.202 1.44 1.183 1.397 0.8056
τĩi,2 0.1026 0.1509 0.3799 0.36 0.1431 0.1915 0.236 0.3822 0.3448 0.1887

τÑN,2 0.6268 0.8807 0.1571 1.258 0.7026 0.8274 0.241 0.6275 1.233 0.9066

τẽe,2 0.1436 0.1961 0.265 0.2859 0.2284 0.2576 0.1498 0.1634 0.2906 0.2463
τs̃s,2 0.3957 0.1047 0.3514 0.2592 0.3608 0.2426 0.3808 0.3413 0.3573 0.2194
τh̃h,2 0.3101 0.1288 0.3923 0.305 0.1689 0.1367 0.3011 0.1946 0.3231 0.3747

τhH,2 0.6533 1.413 0.8529 1.356 0.4373 0.553 0.8657 1.088 0.9338 0.617
τẽi,2 0.1538 0.257 0.3 0.7861 0.1024 0.5215 0.3895 0.2766 0.2129 0.2499

τiĨ,2 1.03 0.5713 0.7176 1.289 1.298 0.9421 1.252 0.9429 0.9822 1.359

τsẽ,2 0.9343 1.035 1.208 1.491 0.8994 1.073 1.037 1.159 1.242 1.34
τes̃,2 0.2633 0.2354 0.1835 0.1041 0.1462 0.1276 0.3105 0.1753 0.1487 0.2477
τsh̃,2 0.7163 0.5386 0.6697 1.011 1.208 0.9276 1.306 1.184 0.4627 1.08

The data above show that figure 3.9f is typical in that points of high robustness

lie on extended plateaus. Thus the evolutionary exploration of the space can proceed

without necessarily traversing regions of low robustness.

3.5 Discussion

The theoretical relevance of time delays in regulatory networks was first emphasized

by Thomas [50]. Our analysis suggests that the important timing information can

be adequately represented using binary variables. We have also shown that the es-

sential features of a working ODE model can be represented by ABN time delay
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parameters. In other words, the working ODE models are those in which the im-

plicit time delays satisfy constraints that are explicitly expressible within the ABN

framework. Noting that the use of ODE models in this context represents a highly

phenomenological approach to begin with, we suggest that for the purposes of un-

derstanding developmental processes controlled by regulatory circuitry (as opposed

to external gradients), the Boolean model is just as true to the biology and more

amenable to conceptual analysis. Moreover, the biochemical kinetic parameters en-

tering ODE or Gillespie models are often difficult to measure in vivo; the time delays

appearing in the ABN may be more easily accessible experimentally. While the time

delays for each link are not necessarily easier to measure directly, databases that

integrate in vivo spatio-temporal gene expression dynamics provide relevant infor-

mation. For example, the sea urchin endomesoderm network database, represented

in BioTapestry [24, 51], allows us to see the times when a gene changes state and

when its targets change state. Time-resolved expression datasets are also available

for other systems showing genes that switch ON and OFF in response to their reg-

ulators [52, 53]. We have explored several geometric features of the space of time

delay parameters that lead to the correct pattern. The different working parameter

sets identified within our model can be thought of as individuals in a population of

embryos. While they all develop normally, genetic variations lead to slight differences

in the rates at which different alleles perform the function of a given gene. The fact

that the space is connected means that it is possible to evolve continuously from

any working set to any other without losing function. Connectivity in this sense is

complementary to the connectivity in the space of network architectures studied by

Cotterell and Sharpe [54]. In their case, a given architecture may exhibit different

behaviors for different parameter values. One assumes that it is possible to pass

from one parameter set to another for a fixed architecture and then asks whether

the different architectures are connected. We focus instead on the connectivity of
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working parameter sets within a fixed architecture.

3.6 Comparison of ABN and other related modeling frameworks

3.6.1 Models based on the formalism of Thomas

The autonomous Boolean network model developed in the present work is similar in

many respects to the discrete-variable, continuous-time models described by Thomas

in [7] and used by Sanchez et al. to model gene regulation in Drosophila develop-

ment [27]. There are four differences that affect the dynamics and correspond to

different approximations concerning the factors that effect the lengths of time delays

in the real system.

First, our implementation of the rejection of short pulses differs from Thomas.

Let A be a regulator and let B be one of its targets. Assume two events occur at

A at times t “ 0 and t “ s, creating a pulse or a dip in activity of duration s.

Furthermore, let τ1 be the time delay for the signal from t “ 0 to reach B, and let

τ2 be the delay for the signal initiated at t “ s. In the Thomas scheme, the target

node B responds to the pulse (or dip) only if s ą τ1. In our model, B responds if

s ` τ2 ´ τ1 ą τSPR. The two schemes are equivalent if and only if τSPR “ τ2. Thus

in our model the presence of A can initiate a chain of events that produces B, and

the output of that chain can occur after A itself has decayed or been degraded.

Second, our model provides more flexibility in assigning different time delays for

different targets regulated by the same source or for a single target regulated by

several sources. Consider, for example, a case in which two regulators, A and B,

both can activate C, which in turn activates two downstream targets, D and E. In

the Thomas scheme, a node X produces, after a time delay τX , an effect x that then

immediately affects all of its targets. In one interpretation, the physical variables are

the X’s and the x’s are simply devices for keeping track of the logical state of each

node. In that case, the time delays for the activation ofD and E are both equal to τC ;
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i.e., the time delays depend only on the source node. In an alternative interpretation,

one may take the effects x to be the relevant variables, in which case the time delay

for activation of C by A and for activation of C by B are the same; i.e., the delays

depend only on the target. In our model, all of these delays may be different; the

delay associated with a given interaction contains contributions associated with the

source and with the target.

In some situations, the flexibility provided by our framework may be too great.

For example, if we take A and B to be RNA levels, with both capable of activating C,

the times required for translation of A and B may be different, but the transcription

of C involves some processes that depend only on C itself (on the length of the gene,

for example), so that the delay times for A Ñ C and that for B Ñ C are not really

independent parameters. In our Drosophila model, some correlations are captured by

introducing processor nodes that create a shared time delay on the paths connecting

the sources to the original target.

Third, our model includes a procedure for handling cell division and the subse-

quent restructuring of the cross-regulatory network when cells come in contact with

new neighbors and lose contact with others. The splitting of the time delay for

an intercellular link allows us to separate the portion of the delay associated with

preparing the signal in the sending cell from the portion associated with the acti-

vation of the target once the signal is received in the neighboring cell. Thus in our

Drosophila model, unlike the model presented by Sanchez et al. in [27], we follow

Ingolia [31] in explicitly modeling the cell divisions that widen the parasegments.

Finally, our model does not retain the full flexibility in the Thomas scheme for

representing multiple distinct levels of activity at a given node; i.e., we allow only

binary values for the variables. We therefore cannot represent cases in which a node

has multiple targets and its level of expression may be high enough activate one

target but not another. We do not distinguish, for example, between inactive, basal,
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and activated expression levels as in Sanchez [27]. We assume instead that each node

is either expressed at a level capable of regulating all of its targets or none of them.

We note, however, that one feature of the multiple-level effect is included in the

following sense: when a node turns on, the time delays required to activate each of

its targets may be different, which can be attributed to the fact that activation of one

target begins at a lower expression level than is required for activation of a different

target. That is, we assume that the source node will always turn on completely,

but we allow for the possibility that its effects on different targets are initiated as it

crosses different thresholds. This is sufficient for accounting for the results obtained

by Ingolia [31] using differential equations.

3.6.2 Boolean delay model with refractory periods

Our ABN model is a modification of the Boolean Delay Equations (BDEs) studied by

Ghil and coworkers [25], where we have added the short pulse rejection mechanism.

Öktem et al. studied a different modification in which a refractory period is assumed

after every switching event so that pulses and dips cannot be shorter than some

specified duration τ [55]. In Öktem’s scheme an activating signal for node x followed

quickly by a repressing signal results in a pulse in x of duration τ , no matter how short

the separation between the two events. In our scheme, in contrast, if the separation

between the two events is less than the short pulse rejection time, x would behave

as if it never received either signal.

3.6.3 Models involving externally imposed updating sequences

There have been several studies of the Drosophila segment polarity system based on

Boolean models in which the nodes are updated times dictated by an external timer.

The case of synchronous updating is known to introduce artifacts associated with

the simultaneous switching of node values and regular clocking of those switches [56].
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Chaves et al. [3] employed a model in which one node at a time is updated, but the

order is determined by a random number generator rather than the internal dynamics

of signals being passed around the network. That approach may be thought of as an

extreme case of our model in which the fluctuations in the time delays are very large

compared to their nominal values. It is particularly helpful in picking out network

architectures that produce the required fixed patterns in a highly robust manner. Our

model (following Thomas [7]) allows for the tuning of the size of the fluctuations and

thus to the investigation of systems in which the autonomously determined update

order is important for guiding the system to the desired attractor state.

3.6.4 The timed automaton formalism

Siebert and Bockmayr [28] have discussed the application to gene regulatory networks

of the timed automaton (TA) formalism developed by Alur [57]. In the discussion

below, r¨sABN and r¨sTA refer to quantities defined in the present study and in [28],

respectively.

Aside from their methods for rejecting short pulses (the TA guard conditions),

an ABN may be represented as a TA.

• Each variable rxisABN corresponds to an rαisTA that has only two possible

states: rpisTA “ 1@i.

• The maximal time before a switch occurs and the minimum time differ by the

range of the stochastic contribution to the ABN: rtkεi ´ tk,k`ε
i sTA “ r2αsABN.

We note that the ABN naturally allows the use of arbitrary Boolean functions,

whereas the implementation of functions for which rεijs may depend on the values of

nodes other than i or j (as in an XOR function, for example) has not been explicitly

developed in the TA framework. Such functions may be rare in biological regulatory
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networks, but are certainly possible [58], and are relevant for modeling electronic

circuits [5].

Both the ABN and TA include mechanisms for eliminating the effects of activating

or repressing signals that are present for too short a time to take effect on a given

target. In the TA, a guard condition on a switch ensures that the activating inputs

to the target must hold their values for at least a time rtk,k`1
i sTA before the target

is activated. In the ABN, the minimal time required for activation is given by the

relevant time delay rτji,1´αsABN for the last necessary activating input to take effect,

but this may occur a finite time after the short pulse rejection time rri,1sABN. That

is, it is possible for rxisABN to respond to an activating pulse some time after the

sources of that pulse have decayed, while in the TA the source(s) must be present at

the time of activation of rαisTA. In some cases, this allows a simplification in the ABN.

For example, if a mRNA produces a protein, which then activates a transcriptional

target, the protein need not be explicitly included in the ABN, even though it may

remain present and able to activate its target after the mRNA has decayed.

The TA may be generalized to account for a wide range of effects. Indeed, its

motivating philosophy is that it can account for all possible timed logical effects

through incorporation of additional locations. The ABN is not as general, but fo-

cuses attention on the parameters that seem to be most relevant for understanding

developmental systems.

3.7 Processors in the ABN models of developmental systems: an ad-
ditional example

As discussed in the main text, processor nodes were introduced in ABN models of

developmental systems to correctly account for the dependence of the time delays

associated with a link on the state of its target. In the main text, we gave a simple

example featuring an OR function to illustrate the necessity of processors. Other
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logic functions are certainly possible, and in all these cases the ABN dynamics can be

very different depending on whether or not the processors are incorporated. These

differences could lead the developmental system to distinct fixed points (or attrac-

tors), thus resulting in different patterns for the same initial inputs. Here we provide

another example showing the importance of splitting the time delays with processor

nodes to faithfully capture relevant physical processes.

Consider the simple network shown in figure 3.11a, in which x, y and z represent

transcription factor mRNA. The logic function governing z is fz “ x^ �y. The time

delays can be decomposed as shown in equations (3.11) and (3.12), with τX ą 0 for

all X.

τxz,1 “ τxz̃,1 ` τz̃z,1; (3.11)

τyz,1 “ τyz̃,1 ` τz̃z,2 . (3.12)

We now consider a case in which the parameters satisfy the inequalities

τxz,1 ă τyz,1; (3.13)

τxz̃,1 ą τyz̃,1 (3.14)

and at t “ 0 z is initially off and both x and y turn on. The ABN dynamics without

processors inserted will then generate a pulse of length pτyz,1´τxz,1q on z. In contrast,

if the processor node z̃ is introduced (figure 3.11b), neither z nor z̃ will have a pulse.

The biological process being modeled can be interpreted as follows. Transcription

factors encoded by x and y both bind to the cis-regulatory element of z (represented

by z̃), and if the binding of the transcription factor y precedes that of x, then the

degradation time τz̃z,2 in figure 3.11a should not be relevant because z was initially

off. This is represented in figure 3.11b by the fact that z̃ is never turned on, so that

the node z in the model never receives an activation signal.
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Figure 3.11: An example demonstrating the necessity of introducing processors in
ABN models of developmental systems. (a) A simple example network of three tran-
scription factors. (b) The same network as (a) but with processor node z̃ introduced
for z.

For developmental systems, the correct final pattern typically corresponds to a

fixed point of the dynamics. In our example, since the effect of a pulse on z may

be amplified by downstream network motifs (such as positive feedback loops), the

different transients can result in different fixed points.

3.8 Details of the ABN implementation

We outline here the basic ideas for an event driven implementation of the dynamics

of an ABN model that includes the possibility of cell division. The key elements are

a time ordered global event queue, Q, that contains signal arrival times at all nodes
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and a list L for each node that specifies the arrival times of signals from its inputs

together with the state of each input just after the signal was generated. For each

node a second list records the times that the node switches its state, used only for

the purpose of displaying the time series for that node. An event in Q is a structure

including the necessary information for updating a target node when a signal from

a source node arrives. It contains the following:

1. the index i of the target node that should be updated in this event;

2. the index j of the source node that causes this event;

3. the time at which this event is scheduled to happen, i.e., the time at which the

signal from j arrives at i;

4. the state of node j just after the switch that caused it to emit the signal;

5. the index p of the cell in which the event happens;

6. the index of the cell where the signal was generated;

7. a tag that indicates whether this event should be considered for possible anni-

hilation with another event in Q.

In each iteration, either the first (i.e. earliest) event in Q or a cell division is

processed, depending on which comes earlier in time. When an event from Q is

processed, if the event does not annihilate with another event, the state of the target

node and the corresponding L will be updated. This update may cause the node to

switch state, and if the switching time is long enough after the node’s last switching

time to avoid short pulse rejection, new future events scheduled to occur on its

target(s) will be created and added to Q. After an event is processed, it is removed

from Q. In the cell division case, all cells present after the division are considered
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new-borns from progenitors in the developmental stage prior to the division. These

new-borns inherit future events in Q scheduled for their progenitors as well as the

historical records of their progenitors. At the time of division, each new-born cell

checks all its neighbors for intercellular signals and add new events scheduled to

occur on its receptor processor nodes to the global queue.

We provide in Section 3.8.2 a pseudocode description of the corresponding al-

gorithm. The procedure involves three subroutines: one for performing an update

called for by the earliest unprocessed event in Q; one for performing the reorganiza-

tion and updates associated with cell division; and one for updating Q after an event

has been processed.
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3.8.1 Definitions of Symbols

Table 3.7: Quantities used in simulating the ABN dynamics.

Symbols Explanation

Q Global event queue.
N Maximum number of iterations.
∅ Empty set.
n Index of the current iteration.
S A gene that encodes an intercellular signal.
fi Boolean logic function of node i.
Lp
i List that stores all events that have occurred on node i in cell p.
lpi List used for program output that stores the actual responses of

node i in cell p. Updates eliminated by short pulse rejection (SPR)
are not stored by this list.

dpi Update decision of node i in cell p.
v Temporary variable containing the list of the states of source nodes

known to the target at the time of current update.
τij,� Time delay associated with a link from a source node i to a target

node j, with � P t1, 2u. (See main text.)
ri,� Short pulse rejection threshold for a node i, with � P t1, 2u. (See

main text.)

3.8.2 Algorithms

Algorithm 1 emb: main algorithm for simulating developmental ABN dynamics.

1: Global Q, tLp
i u, tlpi u, dpi ;

2: Initialize Q with initial condition events sorted in ascending time;
3: Initialize Lp

i and lpi for all nodes tiu in all cells tpu with states given by initial
conditions;

4: n “ 1;
5: while pn ă Nq ^ [pQ ‰ ∅q _ (There are pending cell divisions)] do
6: if (There exists a pending division preceding the first event in Q) then
7: Call subroutine celldiv;
8: else Ź There is an update to be done before cell division.
9: Call subroutine update;
10: end if
11: n “ n ` 1;
12: end while
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Algorithm 2 celldiv: algorithm for handling cell division steps.

1: Read new cell-cell adjacency information;
2: for each new-born cell do
3: Duplicate its progenitor cell’s histories L and l and label as its own;
4: Duplicate its progenitor cell’s events in Q and label as its own;
5: end for
6: Delete all of the progenitor cells’ events from Q;
7: for Each cell c do
8: for Each intercellular signaling gene S do
9: for Each neighbor m of c do

10: Add an event in Q for the receptor in c targeted by S, indicating the
state of S in m at the current cell division time;

11: end for
12: end for
13: end for
14: Sort events in Q in ascending time;
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Algorithm 3 update: subroutine for executing an ABN update event

1: Read the first event in Q;
2: Ź We need separate procedures for intercellular and intracellular signals.
3: if The updating node i in cell p is a receptor processor for the intercellular signal

S then
4: Set dpi “ 0;
5: for Each neighbor m of p do
6: if S in m is on then
7: Set dpi “ 1;
8: end if
9: end for

10: else Ź The update is caused by an intracellular signal.
11: for Each source node j of i in cell p do
12: if A switch in xj is causing the current update of i then
13: Store the post-switch value of xj in the list v;
14: else if no signal from j is recorded in Lp

i then
15: Read the initial condition state of j and store it in v;
16: else Ź Signals from j have arrived at i before the current time.
17: Read the latest state of j from Lp

i and store it in v;
18: end if
19: end for
20: Set dpi “ fipvq;
21: end if
22: if The current event is one of a pair tagged for annihilation then
23: Remove both tagged events Q;
24: Exit subroutine;
25: end if
26: Record the current update in Lp

i ;
27: if (dpi ‰ most recent value of i in lpi ) ^ (time difference between the last switching

update of i and the current update ă ri,�) then Ź A short pulse is rejected.
28: Remove the current event from Q;
29: Remove from lpi all records between the current time and last switching time;
30: Remove from Q all events (including intercellular signals) added by i’s last

switching update;
31: else Ź The event does not cause short pulse rejection.
32: Record the current update in lpi ;
33: Call subroutine opeq; Ź Update Q.
34: if (node i is an intercellular signal gene) ^ (dpi ‰ the last recorded state of

i in lpi ) then
35: Add events in Q instructing all current neighbors that the state of i is

now dpi and schedule these events to occur after time delays associated with the
outgoing intercellular links from i; Ź In our model the delays for intercellular
links are 0.

36: end if
37: Sort events in Q in ascending time;
38: end if
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Algorithm 4 opeq: subroutine for processing the global event queue Q

1: if The current update changes the value of node i then
2: for Each target j of i in cell p do
3: Determine the future time tj when j will receive this signal from i: tj =

(current time + τij,�` noise); Ź � “ 1 for switching on, 2 for off.
4: if there is an event for j from i already in Q scheduled to occur after tj

then
5: Tag both events for possible annihilation;
6: end if
7: Insert the update event in Q;
8: end for
9: Sort events in Q in ascending time;

10: end ifŹ No action needed if the current update does not change the state of i.
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3.9 Modeling the sea urchin endomesoderm specification

In the preceding discussions, we have demonstrated the utility of the ABN modeling

framework by applying it to the Drosophila segment polarity system. Our ultimate

goal, however, is to model the sea urchin endomesoderm specification. The basic

structure of the problem is similar to our Drosophila test case, but the complexity

of the sea urchin embryo cell arrangement and that of the endomesoderm gene reg-

ulatory network (GRN) are much greater than those considered in the Drosophila

segment polarity model. The morphological complexity necessitates the development

of a spatial model of the sea urchin embryo, which I will introduce in Section 3.9.1. To

integrate the spatial model and ABN model, and to enable easy access to model pa-

rameters and outputs, I have developed a proto-type graphical user interface (GUI),

and will describe it in Section 3.9.2.

3.9.1 A spatial model of the sea urchin embryo

As can be seen from the Drosophila example, a morphological model of the develop-

mental system is required in order to provide necessary cell-cell adjacency information

to its ABN model. Therefore, a first step in modeling the sea urchin endomesoderm

specification system is to construct a spatial model of the embryo that defines cell-

cell communications for the developmental stages of interest. Unlike the Drosophila

embryo as modeled in previous studies [3, 26, 27, 31, 32] and in this study, where

the cells were arranged either in 1D or 2D planar lattices with periodic boundaries,

the sea urchin embryo is approximately spherical within our time window of interest

(16-cell stage to hatched blastula stage). At the 16-cell stage, the embryo is already

hollow at the center with what is called a cleavage cavity (Figure 3.12A). As devel-

opment proceeds this cavity enlarges and becomes the blastocoel, which continues to

be present at the hatched blastula stage(Figure 3.12B). Therefore, for the purpose
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of determining cell-cell adjacency, the morphology of the embryo may be modeled

by a hollow sphere with cells arranged on the surface.

A widely used way of modeling cell arrangement in 2D space is Voronoi tessel-

lation (also known as Dirichlet tessellation). Given a set of points (called Voronoi

centers) on a plane, the Voronoi tessellation generates cell boundaries for each cen-

ter, such that all points within a cell boundary are closer to its center than any

other centers. Voronoi tessellations have been shown to be good approximations of

cellular geometries in cultured monolayer cells and epithelial cells in tissues [59, 60].

While most of the studies focused on co-planar cell aggregates, several algorithms

have been developed for tessellation of a spherical surface [61–63].

Here I outline a different strategy for tessellating a spherical surface, translating

it to a more familiar convex hull problem and ultimately solving the tessellation by

Voronoi-Delaunay graph duality. I compute the dual graph using geodesic geome-

try, therefore the resulting Voronoi construction can be shown to be a tiling of the

sphere [62]. For the MATLAB code that implements this method, see Appendix A.

Tessellation for each developmental stage is performed in two steps: (1) assigning

the position of the Voronoi centers and (2) calculating Voronoi cell boundaries. A

natural way of thinking of Voronoi centers is to consider them as abstractions of

actual nuclei in the embryo. Since the early cleavage patterns of the sea urchin

embryo are well known, empirical knowledge of nuclei positions can be used to guide

the assignment of Voronoi centers. The initial stage in the present study is the 16-cell

stage, when the embryo consists of 3 tiers of cells. They are the 8 mesomeres at the

animal pole, 4 macromeres located beneath the mesomeres, and 4 micromeres located

under the macromeres. Cells within each tier are arranged in a ring (Figure 3.12A).

Based on this information, the Voronoi centers can be assigned manually as shown

in Figure 3.12C. Instead of constructing spherical Voronoi polygons for these points

directly using the Voronoi algorithms, I construct it by first computing its dual
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graph, i.e. the Delaunay triangulation, and then calculate the Voronoi cells by graph

duality. The Delaunay triangulation for these co-spherical points is equivalent to

the corresponding convex hull, and there is a very efficient algorithm from qhull

(http://www.qhull.org) for its computation. The Delaunay triangulation for the

16-cell stage embryo is shown by the grey polyhedron and the corresponding Voronoi

cell boundaries by the blue solid lines in Figure 3.12C. The final rendering is shown

in Figure 3.12D. Figure 3.12F shows the spatial model of a 32-cell stage embryo,

and the computed cells appear to be reasonable approximations of those in the real

embryo (Figure 3.12E). Thus, the spatial model not only provides necessary inputs

to the ABN model, but also may serve as an atlas for visualizing gene expression,

either from experimental data or simulations of dynamical models.

3.9.2 A graphical user interface for the ABN model of the sea urchin endomesoderm

The complex spatial geometry (Section 3.9.1) and GRN topology (Figure 2.3) of

the sea urchin embryo limited the ease of access to inputs and outputs of the cor-

responding ABN model. To facilitate the exploration and analysis of the system, I

developed a user friendly graphical user interface (GUI) which I call endomesoGUI

in MATLAB. endomesoGUI integrates the ABN model and the spatial model of the

sea urchin embryo, provides easy access to the parameters and visualizes various

simulation results.

endomesoGUI consists of a main interface (Figure 3.13) and five subsidiary in-

terfaces (Figures 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.17, 3.18). The main interface allows the user to

access subsidiary GUIs for model parameter specification, run simulations and visu-

alize results. Through the subsidiary GUIs, all model parameters can be adjusted

and detailed results can be displayed. For example, the subGUI for the spatial model

(Figure 3.14) provides a convenient platform for users to add, delete or alter the po-

sitions of Voronoi centers, and visualize the Voronoi tessellation in real time. This
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Figure 3.12: Microscopy images and models of early the sea urchin embryo. (A)
A 16-cell stage Lytechinus embryo. Cc, cleavage cavity. (B) Hatching blastula, with
the arrow showing the disrupted fertilization envelope. (C) Nuclei assignment on
a spherical surface in the spatial model of the sea urchin embryo, viewed from the
vegetal pole. The Voronoi cell centers are shown as orange dots. The Delaunay tri-
angulation is equivalent to the convex hull for the centers, and is shown by the grey
polyhedron, with the edges of Delaunay triangles shown as red dotted lines. The
corresponding Voronoi edges are shown as blue solid lines. (D) A final rendering of
Voronoi tessellation based on nuclei assignment in (C). (E) Scanning electron micro-
scope image of a 32-cell stage sea urchin embryo, viewed from the vegetal pole. (F)
Spatial model of a 32-cell stage embryo constructed by Voronoi tessellation, oriented
in a similar viewing angle as the microscopy image shown in (E). The computed cells
appear to be reasonable approximations of real cells. Pictures (A,B,E) from An Atlas
of the Development of the Sea Urchin Lytechinus variegatus by John B. Morrill.

allows quick hand tuning of the spatial model so that it matches the real embryo,

and can be particularly useful for simulating cell transplantation experiments.
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Figure 3.13: The main interface of endomesoGUI, the graphical user interface
for the ABN model of the sea urchin endomesoderm specification. The “Embryo”
panel visualizes the spatial expression pattern of selected gene at a given time. The
example here shows delta expression at t “ 1.2. The cells expressing delta have
orange-highlighted boundaries and visible nuclei. The “Cell” panel visualizes the
global regulatory state of a selected cell at a given time. Each small circle represents
a gene. A filled circle indicates that the gene is expressed, and an open circle not
expressed. The “Result” panel displays the time course of simulated expression for
selected genes. The Paramters panel provide access to subsidiary GUIs that specify
model parameters.
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3.9.3 Preliminary results and future directions

To simulate the endomesoderm specification with the ABN model, time delays were

sampled from biologically plausible ranges, similar to the procedure described in the

Drosophila ABN model. A major challenge arose when determining the Boolean

logic functions for the GRN nodes. Some of the genes, such as gcm and sm50, have

up to 8 inputs. The possible logic functions for such genes amount up to 28 individ-

ually, therefore exploring the complete set of combinations among all genes quickly

became computationally intractable. The current model incorporated available ex-

perimentally determined logic functions, and assumed dominant repressors and OR

logic among activators for genes whose logic functions were unknown. This strategy

yielded correct patterns for genes expressed during early stages of embryogenesis,

such as Delta (Figure 3.13, the “Embryo” panel). However, obtaining correct pat-

terns for all the differentiation marker genes expressed at the end of specifications

remained a challenging task. This might partly be attributed to our simplifying

assumptions about the logic functions.

One potential way of solving the problem is to experimentally determine the

currently unknown logic functions, following the paradigm that unraveled the infor-

mation processing logic of endo16 [64, 65]. Another potential direction is to divide

the problem into subproblems and solve them separately by using biological informa-

tion on transient gene expression. In the Drosophila example, the final pattern is a

steady state of the system, but only in the pre-defined time window (the stabilizing

phase). At later stages, more genes become involved and the pattern will be further

refined. As the Drosophila models may owe their success partly to carefully chosen

time windows, in our sea urchin case it may be useful to divide the specification pro-

cess into smaller time windows, and model each window separately. This strategy

will reduce the complexity of the system and make full use of biological information
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on the transient dynamics, i.e. the experimentally observed final gene expression

pattern at the end of each time window. For example, if we examine only the en-

domesoderm specification from 1-cell stage to about 8hpf in Lytechinus, then the

modeling problem becomes more tractable. In that case, fewer genes are involved,

resulting in less links and simpler Boolean functions. This raises the possibility of

enumerating all possible functions for every gene and exploring all combinations of

sets of logic functions for the GRN. Subsequently, we may start from 8hpf, and use

the same approach to examine the next time window. Finally, results from individual

time windows may be put together, and a synthetic picture of the entire complicated

process may emerge.
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Figure 3.14: Subsidiary GUI for specifying the spatial model of the sea urchin
embryo. The user can specify the positions of Voronoi centers, add or delete cells,
adjust cell lineage and change cell-cell adjacency in the table located at the lower
right section. The resulting Voronoi tessellation can be visualized in real time in the
“Preview” panel.
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Figure 3.15: Subsidiary GUI for specifying Boolean logic functions of the sea
urchin ABN model. The logic functions can be specified by either clauses with
logical operators t_,^,�u (see Section 2.1.1) or truth tables.
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Figure 3.16: Subsidiary GUI for specifying time delays, short pulse rejection values,
cell division time, initial conditions, signaling molecules, and network topology of the
sea urchin ABN model.
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Figure 3.17: Subsidiary GUI for summarizing the simulation results of the sea
urchin ABN model.
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Figure 3.18: Subsidiary GUI for visualizing the regulatory states in the sea urchin
ABN model.
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4

Competence of cell fate reprogramming in the sea
urchin embryo

4.1 Introduction

It has been established as a dogma that the differentiation potential of a cell de-

creases as the cell becomes increasingly specified and the specialized cell identities

become stable. However, this view is challenged by recent findings that combina-

tions of defined factors can revert the fate of a terminally differentiated cell to a

pluripotent state in mammals [66–70]. Understanding reprogramming, whether due

to chromatin modifications or to modified gene regulatory networks, is not only im-

portant for its potential application in regenerative medicine and disease modeling,

but also important for understanding the fundamental biology underlying cell fate

specification during development.

The sea urchin embryo provides an excellent platform for studying reprogram-

ming. The early embryo can restore surgically removed parts by somehow reprogram-

ming the remainder, a phenomenon historically referred to as regulative development.

Later in development specified cells were shown to be reprogrammed following surgi-
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cal removal of certain cells by a process called transfating [15]. Studies by Hörstadius

demonstrated that the animal cap could give rise to vegetal tissues when supplied

with micromeres but it could no longer be induced if the micromeres were supplied

after extended culture in isolation [11]. When the skeletogenic mesoderm (SM) was

removed, either at 16-cell stage or at mesenchyme blastula stage, non-skeletogenic

mesoderm (NSM) assumed a skeletogenic fate [11,14]. An even stronger perturbation

in which the SM and the archenteron tip (including all NSM and some presumptive

foregut) were sequentially removed was followed by reprogramming of the remaining

presumptive endoderm to assume a mesodermal fate [12]. Building on these obser-

vations, we focused on two aspects. First, we examined the gene regulatory network

(GRN) dynamics during transfating. Akin to the reprogramming that produces iPS

cells, the cells being reprogrammed during transfating showed changes in the expres-

sion of developmentally important transcription factors, indicating the involvement

of extensive gene regulation. A unique advantage of the sea urchin embryo is that

it has perhaps the most comprehensive GRN of all embryonic systems to date. The

GRN provides a window into the regulatory logic underlying developmental processes

at systems level, and at the same time presents a challenge to analyze its global dy-

namics due to its increasing complexity. In the present study, we examined the key

genes involved in micromere depletion-induced NSM transfating, which we refer to

as micromere(-) transfating for convenience, and use expression profiles of those em-

bryos as a device to track the regulatory state changes of the endomesoderm GRN.

We identified the timing of SM fate commitment for the transfating NSMs, and

found that expression of the skeletogenic genes was substantially compressed tem-

porally. Our finding in this case provide another example in which reprogramming

competence is gained after extended specification, since the timing of micromere(-)

transfating occurred only after a long delay, suggesting that the NSM cells were not

reprogrammed until much later in development. Second, we extended an experiment
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originally performed by Hörstadius to ask, in this case at the molecular and pheno-

typic levels, whether mesomeres are competent to re-establish all germ layers after

removal of the vegetal half embryo. Hörstadius had found that animal halves quickly

lost competence to transfate. We confirmed that but then found that the mesomere

descendants regained their competence to reprogram after extended specification.

That returned competence required contact with the vegetal half embryo until that

specification was well established. In addition, we showed that when large portions

of the presumptive mesoderm and endoderm were removed, some mesomere descen-

dants were reprogrammed to endoderm, suggesting that the embryo re-patterned

the limits of germ layers using the remaining cell population while maintaining their

relative proportions.

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Animals

Adult Lytechinus variegatus were obtained from Duke Marine Laboratory (Beaufort,

NC, USA) and Reeftopia Inc. (Key West, FL, USA). The embryos were culture at

23.

4.2.2 Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR) procedure and analysis

Total RNA was extracted from 15-25 live Lytechinus variegatus embryos using the

RNeasy Plus Micro Kit (QIAGEN) and eluted in water. cDNA synthesis was per-

formed using the iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad). Quantitative PCR re-

actions were performed using an Eppendorf Mastercycler ep realplex system and

Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (ABI). QPCR results were analyzed following

the 2´ΔΔCT method described by Livak and Schmittgen [71].
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4.2.3 Microsurgery and microinjections

The micromere and PMC removal procedure has been described previously [72].

The micromeres were removed at 16-cell to 32-cell stage, approximately 2.5 to 3 hpf.

PMCs were removed at mid to late mesenchyme blastula stage. Fluorescent dye

FITC (green) or Rhodamine dextran (red) were injected into one cell stage embryos

shortly after fertilization.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 pmar1 is transcribed in micromere(-) embryos but does not immediately acti-
vate the skeletogenic program

In normal sea urchin embryos, the micromere-PMC lineage makes the larval skeleton.

The non-skeletogenic mesoderm (NSM) contributes to other types of mesoderm such

as pigment cells and muscle. When micromeres are removed, some NSM cells in the

resulting micromere(-) embryo are reprogrammed and replenish the larval skeleton

so that 30 hrs later a normal pluteus larva is observed, complete with a CaCO3

skeleton. Earlier it was shown that if micromere(-) embryos received PMCs from

sibling controls at mesenchyme blastula stage there was little NSM contribution

to the skeleton [14]. These observations suggest that the micromere-PMC lineage

can suppress NSM cells from becoming skeletogenic. In embryos where PMCs were

depleted at mesenchyme blastula stage (PMC(-) embryos), the skeletogenic markers

alx1 and tbr were detectable as early as 2 hours after the depletion [19], indicating

the activation of skeletogenic program in NSM after PMC removal at mesenchyme

blastula lifted the suppression. We wondered if we were to remove micromeres much

earlier, at the 16-cell stage, would the NSM transfating also be induced much earlier.

If reprogamming were initiated early, immediately after micromere removal, sev-

eral markers were predicted to be activated, including pmar1 [73], alx1 [16], and

tbr [74]. The earliest micromere-specific marker is the transcriptional repressor
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pmar1, a critical upstream activator of the skeletogenic program specifically ex-

pressed in the micromeres beginning late 16-cell stage in normal embryos. Ec-

topic expression of pmar1 is sufficient to transform all embryonic blastomeres into

PMC-like cells [73]. Although not involved in the PMC-depletion induced NSM

transfating [15], the potential role of pmar1 in rescuing skeletogenic-fated cells fol-

lowing micromere-depletion remained unknown. Therefore, we asked if pmar1 was

expressed in micromere(-) embryos to initiate reprogramming of some of the cells

to the skeletogenic fate immediately. Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) assays

of micromere(-) embryos examined pmar1 expression. pmar1 transcripts were de-

tectable in micromere(-) embryos, although at a reduced level in comparison to con-

trol embryos (Figure 4.1A). pmar1 transcription in those embryos was maintained

at a relatively constant level until 4.8 hpf and then declined quickly.

We next asked if the expression of pmar1 was sufficient to activate downstream

targets of the double repression gate launched by pmar1. The transcription factors

alx1 and tbr are downstream targets of pmar1 in the skeletogenic GRN and are zy-

gotically transcribed in normal embryos beginning 5hpf and 6-7hpf, respectively [19].

We therefore examined the expression of alx1 and tbr in micromere(-) embryos using

qPCR. Controls confirmed the previously reported timing of alx1 and tbr zygotic

transcription in normal embryos. alx1 expression was detectable at 4.1hpf, about

1.6 hours after pmar1 was first detected and peaked at 5.5hpf (Figure 4.1B). tbr

transcript level (present maternally) ceased to decline and started to rise by 6.2hpf,

about 3.7 hours after pmar1 was first detected (Figure 4.1C). Given that pmar1 ex-

pression was increased almost immediately after removal of micromeres, we expected

alx1 and tbr expression to be initiated also. However alx1 and tbr zygotic expression

were not activated in response to the modest pmar1 activation. Therefore, although

pmar1 was transcribed in micromere(-) embryos, its expression was at levels that

were insufficient to activate the skeletogenic program at a rate expected of normal
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development.

4.3.2 Re-establishment of skeletogenic territory in micromere(-) embryos occurs
near the initiation of gastrulation

alx1 and tbr were not activated in response to pmar1 transcription in micromere(-)

embryos even when sibling controls had developed to mesenchyme blastula stage.

Therefore, we next asked when the skeletogenic program was initiated in those

micromere(-) embryos. qPCR analysis showed that both alx1 and tbr were ex-

pressed at high levels at a stage corresponding to mid-gastrula in the hosts (16

hpf), and actually were at a higher level than controls. These data suggest a de-

lay occurred in micromere(-) embryos before cells reached a state of competence to

transfate, or reprogram. We noted that the timing of alx1 and tbr expression in

the micromere(-) embryos occurred at roughly the same time as these genes were

expressed in PMC(-) embryos [19], and confirmed in this study. In other words it

appeared as though removal of micromeres at 2.5 hpf elicited the same response

as removal of PMCs at 10.5 hpf. There was no evidence of initiation of repro-

gramming (other than the modest pmar1 response after micromere removal) until

early to mid gastrula stage in both cases. We sought to determine a more precise

timing of NSM reprogramming in both micromere(-) and PMC(-) embryos. A tech-

nical issue arose when comparing micromere(-) embryos with PMC(-) and controls.

Micromeres signal to the macromeres normally to activate the specification of the

endomesoderm. Therefore, without micromeres endomesoderm specification is sub-

stantially delayed. The PMC(-) condition does not suffer from that issue since the

micromeres are present to activate endomesoderm specification. Therefore we chose

to compare embryos according to their embryonic stage rather than the absolute

hour of development. We collected embryos at six defined embryonic stages for our

experiments: Mesenchyme blastula (MB), early gastrula (EG), mid-gastrula (MG),
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Figure 4.1: qPCR analysis of pmar1 (A), alx1 (B) and tbr (C) in micromere(-)
embryos suggests that pmar1 is zygotically transcribed in micromere(-) embryos but
does not activate the skeletogenic program immediately. In each panel the horizontal
axis indicates developmental time, with the first 6 time points expressed in hours
post-fertlization (hpf), and the last two time points indicating the time when the
sibling control embryos develop to mesenchyme blastula (MB) and late gastrula
(LG) stages. The vertical axis indicates relative gene expression level normalized to
that of control embryos at 2.5hpf, when the micromeres were removed.
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late gastrula (LG), prism (PR) and pluteus (PL). For the MB time point, we col-

lected micromere(-) samples when their sibling controls were at mesenchyme blastula

stage, since micromere(-) embryos lack PMCs to be identified as having reached MB

stage. For all other time points we collected the embryos at appropriate times as

they attained defined morphological features. We then analyzed the expression of

skeletogenic marker genes alx1, msp130 and vegfr in micromere(-) and PMC(-) em-

bryos by qPCR. alx1 is a transcription factor known to be activated early in the

skeletogenic program. MSP130 is a transmembrane glycoprotein that is transcribed

normally about an hour before ingression and the glycoprotein is expressed on the

cell surface as ingression proceeds. vefgr normally is not transcribed until ingression

is completed. In micromere(-) embryos, alx1 was activated after mesenchyme blas-

tula stage and became strongly expressed throughout gastrula stages (Figure 4.2A).

msp130 became activated after alx1, with expression peaking at late gastrula and

prism stages (Figure 4.2B) that remained strong at pluteus stage (Figure 4.2C). vegfr

was undetectable at 60-cell stage but became activated by early gastrula stage (Fig-

ure 4.2D). In the PMC(-) embryos, alx1 expression went up at early gastrula stage

and remain relatively strong throughout gastrulation. msp130 activation appeared

to be delayed, but its expression became on par with the sibling controls when the

PMC(-) embryos reached prism stage. Similar to the micromere(-) case, vegfr was

already activated by early gastrula stage in PMC(-) embryos and expressed at com-

parable levels. These results suggest that in both micromere(-) and PMC(-) NSM

transfating, the regulative reprogramming occurs near the initiation of gastrulation.

4.3.3 The skeletogenic program in micromere(-) embryos is compressed during trans-
fating

Does skeletogenesis of the transfating NSMs occur with the same gene expression dy-

namics as the original program of micromeres or are the dynamics modified during re-
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Figure 4.2: qPCR analysis of alx1 (A), msp130 (B, C) and vegfr (D) in
micromere(-) and PMC(-) embryos. In each panel the horizontal axis indicates de-
velopmental stages (see main text). MB, mesenchyme blastula; EG, early gastrula;
MG, mid-gastrula; LG, late gastrula; PR, prism; PL, pluteus. The vertical axis in-
dicates relative gene expression level normalized to that of sibling control embryos
at mesenchyme blastula stage (A, B) and early gastrula stage (C, D).
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programming? To answer this question we examined the expression dynamics of vegfr

and compared it with alx1. Both genes are essential for skeletogenesis and expressed

only in the micromeres and/or their PMC progeny. vegfr is involved in responding

to the ectodermal vegf signal that patterns the PMCs [75] and alx1 controls genes

required for PMC ingression [16]. In normal development, vegfr expression starts at

mesenchyme blastula stage [75], around 10-11hpf. Our qPCR data show that alx1

begins expression at around 4-5hpf in normal embryos (Figure 4.1B), about 5-7 hours

before vegfr. In micromere(-) embryos, both genes were expressed by early gastrula

stage, raising the possibility that the time gap between their sequential activation

might be significantly narrowed. To investigate this phenomenon in more detail, we

performed WMISH analysis of alx1 and vegfr on micromere(-) embryos at several

time points between hatched blastula and early gastrula stages. alx1 expression was

detected in 4 out of 5 embryos we examined beginning 12.5hpf, localized near the

center of the vegetal plate (Figure 4.3A). vegfr expression was detected even earlier,

at 10.5hpf, also localized to the center of the vegetal plate (Figure 4.4E). Therefore,

the sequence of activation appeared to be reversed in micromere(-) embryos as the

transfating NSMs were reprogrammed for a skeletogenic fate. This is very different

from the PMC(-) case, for which the vegfr only begins to be expressed when the

transfated PMCs leave the tip of the archenteron and become mesenchymal [19].

The reprogramming completely switched the order of activation of these two genes

in the micromere(-) embryos. This difference could be explained partly by a greater

sensitivity of the vegfr in situ probe, and/or the specification subcircuit responsi-

ble for activation of vegfr is independent of alx1 activation and may initiate earlier.

Whatever the detailed explanation, it appears as though the reprogramming of NSM

cells to replace PMCs is highly compressed temporally relative to the normal pace

of micromere specification.
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Figure 4.3: WMISH analysis of alx1 and vegfr expression in micromere(-) embryos
at 12.5hpf. (A-D) Expression of alx1 in micromere(-) (A,B) and sibling control (C,D)
embryos. alx1 was localized near the center of the vegetal plate in the micromere(-)
embryos. (E-H) Expression of vegfr in micromere(-) (E,F) and sibling control (G,H)
embryos. vegfr was expressed in more cells than alx1 in the embryo shown, and was
also localized near the center of the vegetal plate. lv, lateral view; vv, vegetal view.
The lateral and vegetal views for a given gene and condition were imaged from the
same embryo.

4.3.4 The transfating NSMs in micromere(-) embryos express a presumptive blas-
tocoeler cell marker

The blastocoeler cell marker gene scl has been reported to be expressed in transfat-

ing NSMs in PMC(-) embryos and transfating endoderm in embryos for which PMCs

and the archenteron were sequentially removed [19]. Those experiments raised the

possibility that scl might be involved in the process in which cells from different pre-

sumptive fate domains are en route to be reprogrammed to the skeletogenic fate. We

therefore asked if scl was expressed in transfating NSMs in micromere(-) embryos.

WMISH analysis was performed on micromere(-) embryos every 2 hours from 6.5hpf

to 22.5hpf. scl expression was detected in controls at 6.5hpf (Figure 4.4A,B), but in

micromere(-) embryos the first time point where it was detectable was 10.5hpf (Fig-
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ure 4.4C,D), nearly the same time when vegfr was first detected (Figure 4.4E,F).

The localization of scl transcripts was similar to that of vegfr and alx1. At the

beginning of gastrulation, these genes were expressed in full rings at the tip of the

archenteron (Figure 4.4G-L). Since alx1 expression indicated the commitment to the

skeletogenic fate, these cells were to be come future PMCs. Therefore, transfating

NSMs in the micromere(-) embryos, like the PMC(-) and PMC/Archenteron(-) em-

bryos, also seem to go through a blastocoeler cell-like regulatory state en route to

skeletogenesis .

4.3.5 Regulative competence of the mesomere lineage for micromere induction is
rapidly lost during early cleavage stages

The NSM transfating provides an interesting case of regulative development and

cellular fate reprogramming in the sea urchin embryo. Our analysis of pmar1 in

micromere(-) embryos suggested that transfating fails to initiate early, even when

the proper activator (pmar1 ) responds in other parts of the embryo to removal of

micromeres. This raises the possibility that reprogramming may require the GRN to

reach certain competent regulatory state. Was this finding exclusive to micromeres,

or did it extend to other cells of the embryo? The competence of the animal cap to re-

spond to micromere induction was studied classically by grafting various numbers of

micromeres to animal caps cultured in isolation for different lengths of time [11], and

molecular marker expression during animal cap reprogramming to NSM cell types

was documented for the case where 16-cell stage animal caps received micromere

quartets immediately [14]. Hörstadius, in his classical experiments showed that if

micromeres were transplanted to animal halves that normally produce only ecto-

derm, the micromeres induced animal half ectoderm to produce endoderm [11]. The

capacity to respond to that induction was soon lost by the presumptive ectoderm

cells. Because of the delayed reprogramming we had observed with micromeres we
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Figure 4.4: In the micromere(-) embryos, the transfating NSM cells co-express scl,
vegfr and alx1. (A,B) scl expression was detectable in control embryos at 6.5hpf.
(C-F) At 10.5hpf, both scl and vegfr expression were first detectable in micromere(-)
embryos, and they both localized near the center of the vegetal plate. (G-L) At
16.5hpf, the micromere(-) embryos gastrulated. At this time, scl, vegfr and alx1
were all expressed at the same spatial territory covering the tip of the archenteron.
sv, side view; av, animal pole view; vv, vegetal view.

turned to the animal half experiments to ask about the competence and timing of

reprogramming of this tissue. We began with the Hörstadius experiment. Unlabeled

animal halves (all mesomeres) were surgically isolated from 32-cell stage embryos

and were cultured for 0hrs, 1.5hrs, 3hrs and 5.5hrs before being recombined with

16-cell stage micromere quartet labeled with a fluorescent dye on the vegetal side

(Figure 4.5A). When the mesomere ring received micromeres immediately, a signifi-
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cant portion (8 out of 14) gastrulated or showed signs of primary invagination when

observed at 25hpf. Figure 4.5B shows one of the gastrulated embryos at 25hpf. As

observed by Hörstadius, the mesomeres were capable of being induced by micromeres

to give rise to a gut and correctly pattern the added PMCs. Those embryos after ex-

tended culture gave rise to a normal looking but albino pluteus larva (Figure 4.5C).

Animal halves that received micromeres at 1.5h, 3h and 5.5h after isolation failed to

gastrulate when observed at 25hpf (Figure 4.5D, E and I) (1 embryo out of 14 from

the 3h culture did gastrulate but we believe that case occurred by accidental inclusion

of a macromere during the isolation of mesomeres, Figure 4.5G,H). Animal halves

that never received micromeres became the classic dauer blastulae (Figure 4.5J).

These observations indicate that mesomeres have the potential to differentiate into

all three germ layers upon micromere induction, but the potential declines rapidly

during early cleavage stages.

4.3.6 Reprogramming competence is acquired by the mesomere lineage after early
specification

Although the competence of the animal half to regulate or respond to induction

signals appeared to be rapidly lost during early cleavage stages, studies had sug-

gested that if animal halves were isolated from embryos from later developmental

stages they would develop more than just ectoderm [11]. This suggests the possi-

bility that the animal half, like the NSM, acquires the competence to reprogram to

other germ layers after specification has proceeded for a certain length of time. To

investigate this possibility with stringent controls, we isolated animal halves at time

points separated by 3-hour intervals from 6 hpf to 15 hpf, as well as mid-gastrula

stage, and assessed gut formation in them. To clearly distinguish cells with animal

or vegetal half origin, each embryo we assessed was a chimera of a normal animal

half labeled with a fluorescent dye, and a normal vegetal half labeled with a different
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Figure 4.5: Regulative competence of the mesomere lineage for micromere induc-
tion is rapidly lost during early cleavage stages. (A) Schematics of the experimental
procedure. Unlabeled mesomeres isolated from 32-cell stage embryos were cultured
for 0, 1.5, 3, 5.5hrs before receiving freshly isolated micromere quartets from fluo-
rescently labeled 16-cell stage donor embryos. Some of the isolated mesomeres never
received micromeres were also cultured and imaged. (B,C) An embryo developed
from an animal half receiving Rhodamine labeled (red) micromere quartet immedi-
ately after isolation, imaged at 25hpf (B) and 60.5hpf (C). The embryo gastrulated
and became a normal looking pluteus with skeleton formed by donor micromeres.
(D) An embryo developed from an animal half receiving FITC labeled (green) mi-
cromere quartet after 1.5hrs of isolated culture, imaged at 25hpf. No gastrulation was
observed. (E,F) An embryo developed from an animal half receiving FITC labeled
(green) micromere quartet after 3hrs of isolated culture. At 25hpf gastrulation did
not occur (E), and no gut was formed even after extended culture (F). (G,H) 1 em-
bryo out of 14 in this batch gastruated (G) and formed a gut later (H). This may be
an error in microsurgery (see main text). Hpf, hours post fertilization. (I) An embryo
developed from an animal half receiving FITC labeled (green) micromere quartet af-
ter 5.5hrs of isolated culture, imaged at 25hpf. No gastrulation was observed. (J)
An embryo developed from an isolated animal half that never received micromeres
formed a classic dauer blastula. Numerals at the top of each panel indicate the times
elapsed before isolated animal halves received donor micromere quartets. Numerals
in the upper right corner of each panel indicate the times when the embryos were
imaged.
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fluorescent dye, obtained and recombined at 16-cell stage (see Figure 4.6A). At the

aforementioned time points, best attempts were made to remove all cells of vegetal

origin. Most animal-vegetal separations were complete, however at later stages when

PMCs adhere tightly to the basal lamina, technically it was not possible to remove all

PMCs. Beginning 12hpf many of the animal half isolates reprogrammed to replace

missing germ layers (Figure 4.6, D-F). Between the 60 cell stage (3 hpf, and after the

loss of mesomere ability to respond to micromere transplants) and 12 hpf isolated

animal halves did not respond to loss of vegetal halves. In the most striking case of

reprogramming, the reprogrammed embryo contained PMCs and coelomic pouches

in addition to a gut, all from mesomeres. (Figure 4.6D, upper panels). A case where

the surgery was done at the mid-gastrula stage further confirmed reprogramming

in that animal cells contributed to archenteron and expressed the endoderm marker

gene endo16 [76] (Figure 4.6G). These results suggest that the presumptive ecto-

derm acquires the competence to reprogram after an extended period of time. That

interval is initiated long after the regulative capacity of mesomeres (as defined by the

Hörstadius experiment) is lost. This experiment also indicated the scale of trans-

fating. In cases where the vegetal tissue was not removed entirely, previous work

had shown that NSMs will be replaced by transfating endoderm, and that the NSMs

themselves would produce skeletogenic mesoderm. Our results indicated that the

endoderm was not the only germ layer that transfated in this scenario, and complete

re-patterning of the three germ layers after surgical removal of PMC and archenteron

tip involved contribution from all remaining germ layers.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Regulative development may require cellular competence

Regulative development is generally considered as the ability to restore normal struc-

tures when parts of an embryo are removed. Demonstrations of this capacity began
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Figure 4.6: Reprogramming competence is acquired by the mesomere lineage after
early specification. (A) embryos with animal and vegetal halves labeled with different
fluorescent dyes were generated by combining donor embryos injected with those
dyes. (B,C) embryos with vegetal halves removed did not gastrulate or generate
skeleton even after extended culture. (D) Beginning 12hpf, the mesomere lineage
demonstrated reprogramming potential. Images in the upper panels showed the
most striking case of reprogramming, where the complete gut, subequatorial PMC
ring and coelomic pouches were derived solely from cells of animal origin (green). In
the lower panels another example was shown, where presumptive ectoderm (green)
contributed to the gut. (E,F) When animal halves were isolated from vegetal halves
after at the mid-gastrula stage (E), or at 15hpf (F), cells of animal half origin all
contributed significantly to the gut. (G) An embryo with the animal half labeled
red and vegetal green was subjected to microsurgery where most PMCs, NSMs and
gut were removed at the mid-gastrula stage. The embryo was then imaged 30hrs
after this surgery. The first two panels from the left showed clearly that presumptive
ectodermal cells contributed to the archenteron. The same embryo was fixed within
1hr after live imaging and stained with an endoderm marker gene endo16. The right
most panel shows the staining result, with the embryo oriented similar to the images
in the left two panels. The patch of presumptive ectodermal cells that contributed
to newly formed endoderm expressed this endodermal marker.
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with Driesch in the 19th century and were based on isolation of cells early in cleavage.

At the 4 cell stage, each blastomere, if isolated, had the ability to produce a perfect

quarter-sized pluteus larva, demonstrating that each blastomere instead of produc-

ing a quarter of an embryo that it would normally produce, instead “regulated” to

produce an entire embryo. In a sense, early inductions as seen by Hörstadius exper-

iment were seen as an extension of the regulative ability in that early blastomeres

responded to inductive signals to produce tissues they normally would never make.

Based on these early experiments, the sea urchin embryo has been considered to be a

highly regulative embryo. Transfating experiments demonstrated that even later in

development cells that were at least partially specified had the capacity to reprogram

to replace the missing cell types, even if they were a different germ layer [12,13,19].

The micromere(-) vs PMC(-) reprogramming experiments here demonstrate that

the regulative capacity is separated in time from the ability for cells to reprogram.

The macromere and the mesomere lineages lost their early regulative and/or early in-

ductive response capacities by the 60-120 cell stage. Later, however, at the beginning

of gastrulation and for many hours afterwards, progeny of both macromeres and me-

someres developed an ability to reprogram. The experiments described in this study

therefore seem to suggest that competence to reprogram decreases monotonically as

development proceeds, and then is available to the embryo again beginning around

the start of gastrulation. After removal of micromeres or of PMCs, replacement oc-

curred by reprogramming, but it occurred at the same time for both removals, despite

the fact that micromeres were removed from the embryo 8 hrs before PMCs were

removed. Thus, during that 8 hr period the GRN was refractory to reprogramming.

Reprogramming of the mesomeres in the second set of experiments also indicated

roughly the same 8 hr refractory period. A number of questions arise from these ob-

servations: what is regulative capacity and how is it lost, and then what happens to

establish competence to reprogram? We recognize that a vast literature has appeared
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on reprogramming, but much of that follows introduction and high overexpression

of transcription factors. The analysis of pmar1, alx1, vegfr and scl showed that

the transfating NSM population in micromere(-) embryos activated skeletogenic pro-

gram in a manner very different from PMC(-) and normal embryos. One hypothesis

is that the GRN dynamic trajectories may pass different middle points, but even-

tually converge to a common path leading to skeletogenesis . Our results and those

from PMC/Archenteron(-) experiments [19] also suggest that a common feature of

the transfating cells is that they co-express markers of both NSM and SM fates.

4.4.2 Tuning signaling environment for non-invasive cellular reprogramming

The recent discovery induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) spurred a surge of in-

terest in its potential application in disease modeling and regenerative medicine.

The iPS cells are typically induced by forced expression of combinations of defined

transcription factors via retroviral transfection [77]. By contrast, the NSM and

mesomere transfating experiments presented in this work demonstrated that cellu-

lar reprogramming was triggered, presumably by changes in signaling environment,

which opened up the possibility that reprogramming cell fate could be achieved by

tuning the signaling environment of the cell. The fact that isolation of the ani-

mal half after 12hpf led to regulation suggested the possibility that certain vegetal

inductive signal just began to take effect on animal half, making the animal half

competent to reprogram. One hypothesis was that the signal began to be emitted

at around 12hpf, or it had been present and the duration was long enough by 12hpf.

In normal embryos, a second vegetal influence might actually prevent the animal

cells from reprogramming. In this view, the NSM transfating case, the micromere(-)

embryos lacked all signals from micromeres, and as a consequence the pigment cells

were not specified, leading to albino plutei, and the presumptive blastocoeler cells,

marked by scl expression, co-expressed alx1 and vegfr, indicating the activation of
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the skeletogenic program. Therefore, understanding how signaling pathways influ-

ence the GRN state, and thereby influencing cellular competence for reprogramming

in the sea urchin embryo, may provide a model for tuning signals for fating. Previ-

ous work has connected one of such signals to the network genes [15], and further

investigations of this type could yield additional useful information.
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5

Conclusions

5.1 Summary and conclusions

A central problem of interest in developmental biology is the mechanisms by which

cell fates are specified in clearly defined spatial domains. While it is important

to characterize the normal specification process during embryogenesis, the study of

regulative development can reveal how the same genome that orchestrated normal

development buffers itself from perturbations that might lead to alternative trajec-

tories. Thus experiments examining regulative development provided direct insights

into the mechanisms involved in that buffering capacity. In addition, gene regula-

tory networks (GRNs) underlying specification offered us an opportunity to tackle

these issues at a systems level. The the growing complexity of such networks necessi-

tated an appropriate modeling language to help characterize the collective behavior

of the developmental system. This dissertation addresses both the modeling and the

experimental challenges.

We first developed an autonomous Boolean framework suitable for modeling de-

velopmental regulatory systems. A good dynamical model of the embryo should
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account for growth, which includes cell proliferation and rearrangement, because the

short ranged signals commonly involved during early embryogenesis are crucial for

patterning functional territories of the embryo. Our framework presented in Chap-

ter 3 incorporated this feature by coupling dynamics of identically wired GRNs within

individual cells according to cell-cell communications determined by morphological

models that account for cell proliferation and rearrangement, allowing a more realistic

representation of the biological system. We introduced processors into the network

model, which allowed more accurate mapping of time delays required by physical pro-

cesses underlying network links and captured important correlations in those delays.

Our Drosophila segment polarity study demonstrated that the autonomous Boolean

network (ABN) model was amenable to conceptual analysis, such as deriving ana-

lytical timing constraints for formation of defined patterns, and helped clarify the

regulatory logic. It also provided a platform for studying convexity, connectedness

and fitness landscape of the working parameter space, allowing us to contemplate

upon emergent properties of the developmental system. One impact of this work on

experimental research is that it suggests time delays as a potentially useful parameter

to measure.

We then presented our experimental studies investigating cell fate reprogramming

in the sea urchin embryo. Our study revealed that substantial changes in regulatory

state transitions occurred while cells were being reprogrammed, indicating that in

the gene expression state space, normal and regulative development take different

trajectories before converging to the same fate. One feature of note is the temporal

compression of the developmental program during regulation compared to normal

development. Looking at regulative development at a broader scale, we asked how

the embryo redefines the germ layer boundaries during regulation, as well as when

and whether cells are competent to be redefined. Our results suggests that the

cells can “sense” the proportion of mass being removed. When the removal was too
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much, even domains distal to the removal site participate in transfating, resulting in

a dramatic re-patterning of germ layers within the remaining embryonic mass. Our

study of reprogramming represented a step further towards the understanding of cell

fate specification. It also raises the possibility of tuning signaling environment as

a way of reprogramming cell fate. This could potentially be an alternative to the

current invasive approaches that uses retrovirus to transduce the cell.

5.2 Future directions

The modeling framework presented in this thesis is an initial step towards under-

standing the dynamical behavior of the sea urchin endomesoderm specification. The

research can be advanced in several directions to refine the model and making it a

useful device for testing consistency of the current GRN architecture, and for gener-

ating intelligent predictions.

First of all, new experiments on timing and logic can yield information on model

parameters. The current version of the endomesoderm GRN provides information

about presence or absence of direct or indirect regulation, thereby encoding the

topological input to a dynamical model. Other key components are necessary for

determining the network dynamics. In the case of Boolean network models, the logic

functions encoded by the cis-regulatory elements of the transcription factors are

critical for the genes response to its inputs. In our ABN framework, additional timing

information associated regulatory processes represented by the links in the GRN is

another determinant of system behavior. An experimental paradigm that unraveled

the information processing logic of cis-regulatory modules has been established [64,

65], and it was pointed out that this level of description was to be expected in a

complete GRN model [20]. The timing information that we have proposed may be

obtained by measuring the time elapsed between time points when source and target

genes rise above some pre-defined threshold. These approaches can provide useful
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information to constrain the parameters in the ABN model.

In addition, it may be useful to limit the spatial scale and time window of the

biological problem in order to take advantage of the current GRN. Although the cis-

regulatory logic for many of the network genes are not studied at the level of detail

as that of endo16, properly framing the problem can reduce the complexity of the

system of interest and make full use of available biological information represented

in the GRN. One possibility is to restrict the time window of the developmental

process of interest. If we examine only the endomesoderm specification from 1-

cell stage to about 8hpf in Lytechinus, then the modeling problem becomes more

tractable. First of all, we have fewer genes involved during this time window, and

therefore have less links and simpler Boolean functions for the nodes, raising the

possibility of enumerating all possible functions. Second, the morphology of the

embryo at 8hpf is relatively simple, with no ingressed PMCs or invaginated gut, and

may be appropriately represented by a Voronoi diagram on a sphere. Last but not

the least, the end of the time window coincides with the onset of micromere(-) NSM

transfating, so that the model still can be applied to both normal and regulative

development.

The experimental findings in this thesis open up some potential avenues of re-

search. Similar to the findings in PMC(-) NSM transfating and endoderm transfating

case [19], we found that transfating NSMs in the micromere(-) embryos co-express

scl, a blastocoeler cell specific gene, and skeletogenic marker alx1. Apparently, ex-

pression of another skeletogenic gene vegfr was different in micromere(-) and PMC(-

)embryos, since in the latter case vegfr was not expressed until the transfating cells

started migrating away from the archenteron tip whereas in micromere(-) embryos

it began to be expressed at almost the same time as alx1. Nevertheless, this hybrid

regulatory state where both cell type markers co-exist in the same cells appear to be

a recurring feature of the transfating cases. It would be interesting to know if this
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state is related to reprogramming competence, whether it occurs in other examples

of transfating, reprogramming or de-differentiation, and whether it corresponds to

a convergence point of trajectories in the dynamical model of the GRN. Another

direction is inspired by the re-patterning of germ layers in our mesomere transfating

experiments. We found that presumptive ectoderm distal to the site of vegetal tissue

removal participated in transfating, and that the embryo re-allocated the cells into

the new, regenerated germ layers. This raises the question of whether there is a hier-

archy in the fating program. For example, when micromeres or PMCs were removed,

the NSMs would assume skeletogenic fate [13, 14]. When the NSM, presumptive

foregut and PMCs were removed, the transfating cells expressed skeletogenic mark-

ers before they even became mesenchymal [19]. In these cases, the skeletogenic fate

seem to be the “preferred” fate. It would also be interesting to know whether in

the archenteron/PMC(-) embryos, tranfating presumptive endoderm goes through

midgut/foregut, foregut/NSM, and finally NSM/skeletogenic hybrid states. In other

words, it would be interesting to know if those cells “walk through” regulatory states

corresponding to distinct fates in a particular order.

5.3 Closing remarks

It is a major goal of biomedical research to develop regenerative medicine and cancer

therapies. One way of achieving this goal is to develop ways of controlling cellu-

lar behavior. Different approaches were taken in simple and complex model or-

ganisms to achieve this control. In mammalian model species, pluripotency were

restored in terminally differentiated cells by screening for combinations of candidate

factors [66,67,69,77]. These iPS cells can subsequently differentiate into desired cell

types by another set of specific stimuli [66–70]. In bacteria, designed synthetic gene

circuits were built into the cells and were shown to exhibit predicted behavior [78,79].

The sea urchin embryo stands at a unique position, with a well characterized GRN,
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well established experimental approaches, and well documented developmental pro-

cesses. The modeling-experimentation iteration hopefully will lead to an under-

standing of how nature manages to craft circuits that can buffer perturbations and

mediate transfating, thereby enhancing our understanding fundamental principles

of development, and inspire new ways of reprogramming and engineering cellular

behavior.
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Appendix A

MATLAB code for the sea urchin spatial model

This appendix provides the MATLAB code for computing cell-cell adjacency infor-

mation and visualizing the Voronoi tessellation on a spherical surface (Section 3.9.1).

% Delaunay triangulation on a sphere (Convex hull of co-spherical points)

% this program uses convhulln to generate the cell adjacency information.

% input X is the Cartesian coordinates of the sites, which MUST be given in

% the following form:

%

% A = sdelaunay(X), X is an m-by-3 matrix, with each row being the x,y,z

% coordinate of a site. The program returns matrix A, which is the

% adjacency matrix using the index of X (each row in X labels a site)

% For example, if X = [1 2 3;4 5 6;7 8 9] then A may look like

% A = [1 0 1;0 1 0;1 0 1] for three sites

%

%

% IMPORTANT: if all sites are in ONE HEMISPHERE, then Voronoi cells can NOT

% tessellate the sphere, leaving patches unfilled. Otherwise Delaunay

% triangulation will give complete tessellation when its dual graph Voronoi

% is constructed.
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%

% Developed by Xianrui Cheng, Duke University

function [A,VE_handle,h] = sdelaunay(X)

if nargin<1

disp(’No point set specified, random sites generated on the sphere!’)

[x y z] = sph2cart(unifrnd(0,2*pi,100,1),unifrnd(-pi,pi,100,1),1);

X = [x,y,z];

end

% do NOT allow cells right at the poles

for n = 1:size(X,1)

if all(X(n,:) == [0 0 1]) || all(X(n,:) == [0 0 -1])

error(’Voronoi sites at Poles detected! Program halted!’);

end

end

%%% computing triangulation

K = convhulln(X);

%%% computing cell adjacency matrix A

% note: site labels are the same order as X

rX = size(X,1);

rK = size(K,1);

A = false(rX);

for n = 1:rK

rowK = K(n,:);

% note: adjacency must be reciprocal

A(rowK(1),rowK(2)) = true;

A(rowK(2),rowK(1)) = true;

A(rowK(1),rowK(3)) = true;

A(rowK(3),rowK(1)) = true;
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A(rowK(2),rowK(3)) = true;

A(rowK(3),rowK(2)) = true;

end

%%% visualization Delaunay

h.surf = trisurf(K,X(:,1),X(:,2),X(:,3));

set(gcf,’color’,’w’);

set(gca,’projection’,’perspective’,...

’XTick’,[],...

’YTick’,[],...

’ZTick’,[],...

’XColor’,[0.0941 0.4549 0.8039],...

’YColor’,[0.0941 0.4549 0.8039],...

’ZColor’,[0.0941 0.4549 0.8039],...

’XLim’,[-1.5 1.5],...

’YLim’,[-1.5 1.5],...

’ZLim’,[-1.5 1.5],...

’Box’,’ON’);

set(h.surf,’facecolor’,’white’,...

’marker’,’o’,...

’markersize’,6,...

’markerfacecolor’,[1 .502 0],...

’edgecolor’,[0.502 0.502 0.502],...

’linestyle’,’:’,...

’linewidth’,.5);

hold on;

h.texta = text(’position’,[0,0,1.6],...

’string’,...

[’\color[rgb]{0.0941 0.4549 0.8039}{\bf{’,’Animal Pole’,’}}’],...

’fontname’,’Arial’,...

’HorizontalAlignment’,’center’,...
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’fontsize’,12);

h.textv = text(’position’,[0,0,-1.6],...

’string’,[’\color{red}{\bf{’,’Vegetal Pole’,’}}’],...

’fontname’,’Arial’,...

’HorizontalAlignment’,’center’,...

’fontsize’,12);

set(gca,’visible’,’off’);

set(gcf,’position’,[15 135 653 574]);

% camlight(’right’);

grid off;

axis equal;

%%% toggle overlay Voronoi dual on the Delaunay triangulation

set(gca,’nextplot’,’add’);

% compute the circumcenters of the Delaunay triangles for all Voronoi

% vertices; to avoid repeated computation, compute the circumcenters for

% all triagles in one run, and store it in a table. Later computations

% reads the table by means of indexing.

% compute all triangle centers (Voronoi vertices)

Ctrs = [];

for n = 1:rK

Ctr = spotCtr([X(K(n,1),:);X(K(n,2),:);X(K(n,3),:)]);

Ctrs = [Ctrs;Ctr];

end

% store the indices of associated Voronoi vertices for a given Voronoi

% site. These indices maps to the Voronoi vertex coordinate deposit Ctrs.

V = cell(rX,1);

for n = 1:rX % for all points in the site set
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L = (K == n);

% initialize: an array that stores all triangles that share the vertex

% labeled n (face n of the spherical Voronoi polygon)

nTris = [];

for m = 1:rK

if any(L(m,:))

nTris = [nTris;m];

end

end

% record the centers (Voronoi vertices) associated with site n

V{n} = nTris;

end

% sort the computed circumcenters in counter-clockwise

% order (use azimuth and zero22pi)

for n = 1:rX

% coordinates of Voronoi polygon vertices for center n

ipV = V{n};

pV = Ctrs(ipV,:);

% coordinates of Voronoi polygon center n

pC = X(n,:);

[lats lons] = ecef2geodetic(pV(:,1),pV(:,2),pV(:,3),[1 0]);

geopV = [lats lons];

geopV = rad2deg(geopV);

[lats lons] = ecef2geodetic(pC(1),pC(2),pC(3),[1 0]);

geopC = [lats lons];

geopC = rad2deg(geopC);

pts1 = [geopC(1).*ones(size(geopV,1),1),...

geopC(2).*ones(size(geopV,1),1)];

pts2 = geopV;
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% computing sorted index in pV, sorted counter-clockwise

azs = azimuth(pts1,pts2);

azs = zero22pi(azs);

[azs I] = sort(azs,’descend’);

% store the sorted points

V{n} = ipV(I,:);

end

% draw geodesic arcs that connect the Voronoi vertices

VA = zeros(rK);

for n = 1:rX

pter = 1;

while pter < size(V{n},1)

start_pt = Ctrs(V{n}(pter),:);

finish_pt = Ctrs(V{n}(pter+1),:);

if VA(V{n}(pter),V{n}(pter+1)) == 0

h_arc = drawGeoArc(start_pt,finish_pt,10);

if h_arc == 0

error(’Plot handle 0: program halted!’);

end

VA(V{n}(pter),V{n}(pter+1)) = h_arc;

VA(V{n}(pter+1),V{n}(pter)) = h_arc;

end

pter = pter + 1;

end

if pter == size(V{n},1)

start_pt = Ctrs(V{n}(pter),:);

finish_pt = Ctrs(V{n}(1),:);

if VA(V{n}(pter),V{n}(1)) == 0

h_arc = drawGeoArc(start_pt,finish_pt,10);
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% % record the graphic handle of voronoi edges

% VE_handle{n} = [VE_handle{n};h_arc];

% % end: record voronoi edge handle

if h_arc == 0

error(’Plot handle 0: program halted!’);

end

VA(V{n}(pter),V{n}(1)) = h_arc;

VA(V{n}(1),V{n}(pter)) = h_arc;

end

end

end

% record the graphic handles of voronoi edges for each cell nuclei

VE_handle = cell(1,rX);

for n = 1:rX

pter = 1;

while pter < numel(V{n})

VE_handle{n} = [VE_handle{n};VA(V{n}(pter),V{n}(pter+1))];

pter = pter + 1;

end

if pter == numel(V{n})

VE_handle{n} = [VE_handle{n};VA(V{n}(pter),V{n}(1))];

end

end

%%% subroutines

function ctr = spotCtr(tri_sites)

% note: tri_sites are the Cartesian coordinates of the vertices of

% the Delaunay triangle. This subroutine identifies the

% circumcenter of such a triangle. tri_sites should be in the

% following format: [x y z] where x,y,z are column vectors
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%

% bisecting points

[lat lon] = ecef2geodetic(tri_sites(:,1),...

tri_sites(:,2),...

tri_sites(:,3),[1 0]);

lat = rad2deg(lat);

lon = rad2deg(lon);

[wlats wlons] = gcwaypts(lat(2),lon(2),lat(1),lon(1),2);

midpt21 = [wlats(2) wlons(2)];

[wlats wlons] = gcwaypts(lat(2),lon(2),lat(3),lon(3),2);

midpt23 = [wlats(2) wlons(2)];

% bisector intersections

az_midpt21 = zero22pi(azimuth(’gc’,...

[midpt21(1) midpt21(2)],...

[lat(2) lon(2)]) + 90);

az_midpt23 = zero22pi(azimuth(’gc’,...

[midpt23(1) midpt23(2)],...

[lat(2) lon(2)]) + 90);

[xlats,xlons] = gcxgc(midpt21(1),midpt21(2),...

az_midpt21,midpt23(1),...

midpt23(2),az_midpt23);

x1 = [xlats(1) xlons(1)];

x2 = [xlats(2) xlons(2)];

% to fix gcxgc bug imag part (in fact in asin)

% note: R2008a gcxgc produce a imag part == 0000i

% to fix gcxgc imag bug

if distance(’gc’,x1,[lat(2) lon(2)]) <...

distance(’gc’,x2,[lat(2) lon(2)])

ctr = x1;

else

ctr = x2;

end
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% converting into Cartisian coordinates

ctr = deg2rad(ctr);

[x y z] = geodetic2ecef(ctr(1),ctr(2),0,[1 0]);

ctr = [x y z];

end

function h_arc = drawGeoArc(pt1,pt2,nlegs)

% note: pt1 and pt2 are in Cartesian coordinates [x y z]

% the program returns the graphical

% handle of the arc in h_arc

[lats lons] = ecef2geodetic([pt1(1);pt2(1)],...

[pt1(2);pt2(2)],...

[pt1(3);pt2(3)],...

[1 0]);

% conversion for gcwaypts

lats = rad2deg(lats);

lons = rad2deg(lons);

[lats lons] = gcwaypts(lats(1),lons(1),...

lats(2),lons(2),nlegs);

% conversion back for geodetic2ecef

lats = deg2rad(lats);

lons = deg2rad(lons);

[x y z] = geodetic2ecef(lats,lons,0,[1 0]);

h_arc = plot3(x,y,z,...

’LineStyle’,’-’,...

’Color’,[0.0941 0.4549 0.8039]);

end

end
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Appendix B

Mapping ODE parameters to ABN parameters

This appendix provides technical details for the discussion presented in Section 3.3.6.

B.1 Binarizing concentrations

Let rM s denote the concentration of molecule M in the ODE. In the Ingolia model,

each protein-protein or protein-mRNA interaction is described by a non-dimensionalized

Hill function of the form

ΦprM sq “ rM sν
κν ` rM sν , (B.1)

where ν is the cooperativity coefficient and κ is a constant characterizing the par-

ticular interaction. Note that rM s appears in this form in the equations for each of

the targets it regulates.

Let θM,1 and θM,0 be the thresholds for turning M ON and OFF, respectively.

The node M is ON if rM s ě θM,1, and OFF if rM s ă θM,0. For proteins that regulate

a single target, we take θM,0 “ θM,1 “ κ [47]. When a protein regulates two mRNA

nodes with different κ’s, we define the smaller κ as θM,1 and the larger κ as θM,0. The

translation from mRNA to its protein is modeled by nondimensionalized equations
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of the form

d

dt
rM s “ 1

HM

prms ´ rM sq (B.2)

where m is an mRNA, M its protein, and HM is a degradation constant. We define

the thresholds for m as the values of rms for which the steady states of rM s would be

θM,1 and θM,0, respectively. Equation (B.2) implies that the ON and OFF thresholds

for m and M are numerically equal.

In our model comparison, a processor acts in the same manner as a protein in

the ODE network. In ABN, when a gene is regulated by a processor, we map the

processor to a relevant upstream protein of the gene in the ODE. The differential

equation corresponding to the transcription process mediated by this protein has a

single κ, which is defined as the threshold of this processor. For the case that a

protein is regulated by a processor, we simply define the threshold of the processor

to be the same as its downstream target.

B.2 Ensuring consistency of the ODE with Boolean logic

Consistency requires that for each set of binarized inputs to a given node, the steady

state outputs in the ODE are above or below threshold as indicated by the Boolean

logic function. As an example, consider the logic function for ci, as presented in

table B.1. We check the fourth row in the table as follows. In the ODEs we fix both

rens and rBs at 1, then solve for the steady state value rcis˚. If rcis˚ ă θ
pciq
0 , then

the ODE logic for this entry is deemed consistent, otherwise not. If and only if all

rows are consistent in this sense for all the molecular species, the ODE parameter

set becomes a candidate for matching with an ABN model.

Some of the equations in [31] include easily identifiable effects that may lead to

inconsistent logic. To avoid these, we set certain ODE parameters to zero. For the

node wg in the ODE model (see equations (11) and (14) in [31]), we set the basal
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expression level a0 to 0 to avoid cases where wg stays on even in the presence of CN

or the absence of CI or WG. For the interaction between IWG and EWG, we simplify

equation (2) in [31] by setting the parameters Karound,WG and Kacross,WG to 0. This

ensures that the cross-regulatory logic of the ODE and ABN match; in the ABN,

the presence of WG in one given cell is always sufficient to activate the signaling

pathway in all neighboring cells, and never affects the activation in the given cell

itself.

Table B.1: The truth table for the Boolean logic function of ĩ.

en B ĩ

0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 0
1 1 0

B.3 Extracting time delays

To match the ODE dynamics, the time delay for each link in the ABN model is

calculated from an extracted subnetwork consisting of the source and target and all

of their regulators. For the link from A to B, the regulators of A are set as step

functions and all regulators of B except for A are held at 0 or 1 such that the link in

question determines the state. (If node A has no regulators, A itself is set as a step

function at t “ 0.) The ODEs for A and B are then solved numerically (using the

Mathematica function NDSolve). The extracted time delay is the difference between

the times that A and B cross their respective thresholds.

For example, consider the subcircuit of slp % h̃ Ñ hh, for which we must solve

equations (17), (18) and (22) in [31]. The ON delay τsh̃,1 is obtained by solving

equations (17) and (18) in [31] with the initial condition s “ 0, S “ 0, and N fixed
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at 0 throughout. τsh̃,1 is set to the difference between the times when slp and SLP

reach the ON threshold (KSLP%hh). Then equations (18) and (22) in [31] are solved

with initial condition S “ 0, h “ 1, and s fixed at 1 throughout. τh̃h,2 is set to the

difference between the times when SLP rises to its ON threshold and hh drops to its

OFF threshold. The delays τsh̃,2 and τh̃h,1 are obtained analogously by flipping all

the initial conditions above.
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